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INTRODUCTION

Evidentiary instructions, also called curative instructions, are a familiar feature of American trials. They come in two varieties. An “instruction to disregard” tells jurors to ignore particular evidence to which they have been exposed; it is used when the judge determines that a bit of testimony or an exhibit is inadmissible, but the jury has already heard or seen it. A “limiting instruction” tells jurors not to use a particular piece of evidence to draw a certain inference, although they are free to use the evidence in other ways. Limiting instructions are used when, as is often the case, the rules of evidence make particular testimony or a particular exhibit inadmissible, but only for a particular, forbidden purpose, or only against certain parties to the case and not against others. The hearsay rule, for example, often makes something said outside of court inadmissible, but only if the statement is used to prove the truth of what it asserts, and not if the statement is offered into evidence against the person who uttered it.

There are two well-known facts about evidentiary instructions of both varieties. The first is that our system relies heavily on these instructions. The second is that they do not work. Courts “presume” that juries follow evidentiary instructions, and other instructions from the judge as well. This presumption is often said to be a “premise
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upon which our jury system is founded.” But the presumption is also widely acknowledged to be false, a kind of professional myth. The most frequently quoted assessment of evidentiary instructions is Justice Jackson’s: “The naïve assumption that prejudicial effects can be overcome by instructions to the jury . . . all practicing lawyers know to be unmitigated fiction.” Juries are “presumed” to follow evidentiary instructions not because we believe that they really do, but because trusting them to do so is a practical necessity.

One is reminded of the cartoon characters who run off cliffs but stay suspended as long as they do not look down—or of the joke at the end of Annie Hall, about the man who thinks he is a chicken and whose family keeps it quiet because they need the eggs. We rely on evidentiary instructions, even though we know they are ineffective, because our whole system depends on them. We are in a kind of denial, acting as though if we ignore the uncomfortable truth, it will go away.

All of this is, as I say, well known. But it is also wrong, or at the very best doubtful. There is little reason to assume evidentiary instructions are ineffective, whatever “all practicing lawyers” are thought to know. Nor is faith in the effectiveness of evidentiary instructions an unavoidable imperative of the jury system. The real myth about evidentiary instructions is not that they work: it is that they do not work, but that we must continue to rely on them. The real myth is not a comforting fable. On the contrary, it makes our situation out to be worse than it really it is.

Why we would believe a myth like that is an interesting question, to which I will offer a tentative answer. My foremost objectives here, though, are more pragmatic: to cast doubt on the consensus view of evidentiary instructions, and to suggest that it is not just false but harmful. The reality is, first, that evidentiary instructions probably do work, but imperfectly, and better under some conditions than others; and, second, that we probably could get along fine without trusting in evidentiary instructions, and certainly without believing that they work flawlessly. The conventional wisdom about evidentiary instructions—“of course they don’t work, but we have to pretend that they do”—spares us the messy but important task of assessing when evidentiary instructions are most likely to fail, how they can be made more effective, and what should follow from a recognition that they work, at best, imperfectly. It has made it easier, for example, to tolerate evidentiary instructions that are incoherent or senseless. They seem no worse, or less likely to be effective, than evidentiary instructions in general. All of this may help to explain why the conventional wisdom about evidentiary instructions,

---

2 Krulewitch v. United States, 336 U.S. 440, 453 (1949) (Jackson, J., concurring), quoted in, e.g., Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S. 123, 129 (1968); Jackson v. Denno, 378 U.S. 368, 388 n.15 (1964). See also, e.g., Note, supra note 1, at 267 (observing that “many learned jurists and scholars . . . entertain no doubt that limiting instructions are useless”).
although far from comforting, has stayed conventional. It simplifies things. That will be part of my tentative answer to the “why” question.

More speculatively, I will suggest that the we-need-the-eggs view of evidentiary instructions is part of a broader way of thinking about juries that holds deep appeal but that we would do well to jettison: the notion that juries are something other than groups of human beings called together to sit in judgment, that trial by jury is something other than trial by people, that the jury is not a workaday committee but a kind of intuitive, unmethodical, pre-discursive oracle—the “voice of the community.” This almost mystical picture of the jury allows trials to function in the way that ordeals used to function, as what James Whitman calls a “moral comfort procedure”—a means of “spar[ing] human being the responsibility for judgment.” But using juries in this way means salving our consciences with a fable. Thinking about juries as groups of people—inhomently flawed, just as people are inherently flawed, but capable of reason, just as people are capable of reason—would allow us to think more sensibly, and more responsibly, not only about evidentiary instructions but about adjudication more generally.

Part I of this paper will address the effectiveness of evidentiary instructions—the myth of their obvious futility, and what we know about their actual efficacy. Part II will discuss how necessary it is to rely on them and will question the widespread assumption—often repeated, but rarely examined—that faith in the effectiveness of evidentiary instructions is fundamental to our whole system of trial. Part III will describe the costs of continuing to treat evidentiary instructions as measures that obviously do not work but that we need to pretend do work: the important issues that this unduly pessimistic pair of beliefs keeps off the agenda, and the way that these beliefs tie into, and help to reinforce, an unhelpful, quasi-magical view of the jury.

I. THE NAÏVE ASSUMPTION REVISITED

The “naïve assumption” that Justice Jackson famously criticized—the assumption “that prejudicial effects can be overcome by instructions to the jury”—is an assumption that, in truth, has remarkably little currency. It is not just practicing attorneys who think this assumption transparently false; judges and scholars tend to be equally confident that evidentiary instructions cannot work. Appellate judges frequently invoke the principle that juries follow their instructions, but they take care to label it a “presumption,” not an “assumption,” rooted in convenience, not in belief. And judges have been responsible for what are probably the bluntest assessments of the presumption’s veracity. Justice Jackson’s epithet—“unmitigated fiction”—is far from the harshest thing judges have said about evidentiary instructions. That honor would probably go to “judicial lie,” one of the descriptions used by Jerome Frank. Judge

---

5 Trial judges, who actually administer evidentiary instructions, may have more faith than lawyers or appellate judges in their efficacy. See Note, To Take the Stand or Not to Take the Stand: The Dilemma of the Defendant With a Criminal Record, 4 Colum. J.L. & Soc. Probs. 215, 218 (1968).
6 United States v Grunewald, 233 F.2d 566, 574 (2d Cir. 1956) (Frank, J., dissenting).
Frank also compared evidentiary instructions to “exorcizing phrases intended to drive out evil spirits . . . no longer believed in, yet an inextricable part of a conventionalized system of observances.”7 Learned Hand, while resigned to limited instructions as a practical necessity, thought it plain that they could not work; they asked jurors to perform “a mental gymnastic which is beyond, not only their powers, but anybody’s else.”8 That assessment, like those of Judge Frank and Justice Jackson, has become a familiar piece of jurisprudential lore, often quoted and rarely questioned. Scholars invoke these expressions of skepticism almost as often as judges.9 The predominant view of scholars, both law professors and psychologists, is that evidentiary instructions are exercises in futility. The main title of a frequently cited study—“On the Inefficacy of Limiting Instructions”—nicely captures the consensus.10

What explains this extraordinary confidence that the evidentiary instruction, a staple of our adjudicatory system, is a kind of procedural “placebo”11—that relying on it amounts to believing a “legal fiction”?12 Three things. First, it has long seemed obvious that jurors cannot forget or ignore evidence once they have been exposed to it. There is no end to the metaphors judges have used to express this concept: “one cannot unring a bell”;13 “[a] drop of ink cannot be removed from a glass of milk”;14 “after the thrust of the saber it is difficult to forget the wound;”15 “if you throw a skunk into the jury box, you can’t instruct the jury not to smell it.”16 The idea is always the same: jurors cannot forget evidence they have seen or heard, and neither can they “fractionate evidence into competent and incompetent segments, using only the former in [their] decision making process.”17 In fact, trying to do so is likely to prove counterproductive, serving only to

---

7 Jerome Frank, Law and the Modern Mind 184 (1930).
8 Nash v. United States, 54 F.2d 1006, 1007 (2d Cir. 1932); see also, e.g., United States v. Gottfried, 165 F.2d 360, 367 (2d Cir. 1948).
12 Smith, supra note 3, at 1450-52.
13 Dunn v. United States, 307 F.2d 883, 886 (5th Cir. 1962); see also, e.g., Shepard v. United States, 290 U.S. 96, 104 (1933) (notwithstanding a limiting instruction, “the reverberating clang” of wrongly admitted hearsay “would drown all weaker sounds”).
15 Dunn, 307 F.2d at 886.
16 Id.
17 Note, supra note 1, at 267; see also, e.g., Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S. 123, 131 (1968) (quoting People v. Aranda, 407 P.2d 265, 271-72 (Cal. 1965)); John C. Reinard & Rodney A. Reynolds, The Effects of Inadmissible Testimony Objections and Rulings on Jury Decisions, 15 J. Am. Forensic Ass’n 91, 91 (1978) (noting that “few are willing to deny the commonly accepted dictum that it is impossible for an individual to ‘forget’ something which has been comprehended. Hence, it would be difficult to believe
highlight the evidence—like asking someone not to think of a white elephant.18 Second, particularly among scholars, this common-sense notion that juries cannot wipe their minds of what they have seen or heard has been supplemented and strengthened by a particular set of ideas about how juries operate, the “story model.” This is the theory that juries decide cases by assimilating the evidence and their prior experience into a coherent story, and that the story in turn operates as a cognitive filter, affecting the way individual pieces of evidence are perceived and evaluated.19 The story model has become the orthodox understanding of jury decision making among psychologists and, increasingly, among legal academics;20 it has even been endorsed, in essentials if not in name, by the United States Supreme Court.21 Because the story model teaches that jurors assess evidence holistically, rather than piece by piece, and because the relationship between evidence and stories is thought to be “bidirectional”22—the story is shaped to fit the evidence, but evidence is also processed to cohere with the story—the story model is often taken to suggest that jurors cannot disregard or limit their use of

18 An analogy drawn repeatedly by Judge Frank. See United States v. Leviton, 193 F.2d 848, 865 (2d Cir. 1952) (Frank, J., dissenting); United States v. Antonelli Fireworks Co., 155 F.2d 631, 656 (2d Cir. 1946) (Frank, J., dissenting) (footnote omitted). Frank attributed the illustration to “the story, by Mark Twain, of the boy told to stand in the corner and not to think of a white elephant.” Antonelli Fireworks, 155 F.2d at 656 (Frank, J., dissenting); see also Leviton, 193 F.2d at 865 (Frank, J., dissenting). But as far as I can tell Twain wrote no such story. Frank appears to have conflated Twain’s short story, “The Stolen White Elephant,” with an anecdote related by Tolstoy, about a game invented by his older brother. The game required one “to stand in a corner and not to think of a white bear”; Tolstoy recalled trying to do so, “but without success.” 1 PAUL BIRUKOFF, THE LIFE OF TOLSTOY 15 (trans., 1911). Twain’s story has nothing to do with a boy standing in a corner or anyone trying to suppress an idea. See MARK TWAIN, THE STOLEN WHITE ELEPHANT, in THE COMPLETE SHORT STORIES OF MARK TWAIN (Charles Neider ed., 1957). Today, the impossibility of intentionally blocking a thought is often illustrated by appealing to the difficulty of following an injunction not to think of an elephant, or an elephant of a particular color, but it is hard to say whether this particular trope predates Frank or was accidentally originated by him. See, e.g., GEORGE LAKOFF, DON’T THINK OF AN ELEPHANT! (2004); Linda J. Demaine, In Search of an Anti-Elephant: Confronting the Human Inability to Forget Inadmissible Evidence, 16 GEO. MASON L. REV. 99 (2008).


21 See Old Chief v. United States, 519 U.S. 172 (1997); Richard O. Lempert, Narrative Relevance, Imagined Juries, and a Supreme Court Inspired Agenda for Jury Research, 21 ST. LOUIS U. PUB. L. REV. 15, 19 (2002); Risinger, supra note 20; Swift, supra note 20; Pardo, supra note 20, at 406-09.

items of proof they have already heard or seen. Third and finally, the common-sense and theoretical reasons for doubting the usefulness of evidentiary instructions have been reinforced by experiments conducted with mock jurors. The results of those experiments, it is generally thought, provide strong support for the view that evidentiary instructions are at best ineffective and at worst counterproductive.

Common sense, the story model, and empirical evidence all seem on Justice Jackson’s side. All help to explain why academics as well as judges and scholars have long treated evidentiary instructions as a kind of embarrassment, something that we know cannot really work, no matter how much we rely on it. It turns out, though, that each of these three grounds for skepticism is a good deal weaker than commonly supposed.

A. Unringing the Bell.

It is true, of course, that we cannot will ourselves to forget. The more one tries to scrub something from memory, the harder it becomes, because the very effort serves to focus one’s mind on whatever it is one is trying to forget. That is the point of the trope about trying not to think about a white elephant. It is a fact painfully apparent to anyone who ever tried to forget a bad movie or an embarrassing conversation. Psychologists have a nice name for the phenomenon: “ironic processing.”

But we need to draw two distinctions. The first is between forgetting and not using. No one thinks that jurors can erase their memories of evidence they have seen or heard. Human minds do not work that way. But jurors generally are not asked to forget what they have heard; they are asked to disregard it or to limit their use of it. It is not at all obvious that instructions of this kind are impossible to obey.

In fact there are reasons to suspect just the opposite. All of law is built on the assumption that people—judges, at least—can put certain facts to one side and base their decisions on other, identified considerations; and that they can give particular, prescribed significance to certain facts, and not treat those facts as significant in various other ways. This is how all legal rules purport to operate. If human beings were truly

---

23 See, e.g., Shari Seidman Diamond & Jonathan D. Casper, Blindfolding the Jury to Verdict Consequences: Damages, Experts, and the Civil Jury, 26 L. & Soc’y Rev. 513, 520 (1992) (suggesting that “information-processing models that focus on attribution and the search for coherent stories may explain jurors’ inability to use the information the prescribed limited fashion”); Nancy Steblay et al., The Impact on Juror Verdicts of Judicial Instruction to Disregard Inadmissible Evidence: A Meta-Analysis, 30 L. & HUM. BEHAVIOR 469, 488 (2006) (suggesting that “[i]t can be argued that once a coherent story . . . has been generated . . . instructions to disregard elements of that story may have little impact,” and that “the more inferences that emerge from a given piece of evidence, the more difficult it will be to negate that effect”).


incapable of following directions about which facts to rely upon and what significance to give them, it would not just be jury trial that would be in trouble. It would be the very idea of law.

It is possible, of course, that judges—who, after all, are generally trained as lawyers—may be able to engage in this kind of directed reasoning, but not lay jurors. But that is far from obvious, in part because jurors have a significant advantage over judges in this regard. Jurors deliberate: they reason collectively, and out loud. That can be a form of self-discipline. It can make it easier to avoid forbidden inferences.

It is possible, too, that putting facts to one side is easier when making a legal judgment (how a rule applies in a particular set of circumstances, the kind of determination typically made by judges) than when making a factual determination (what the defendant did or did not do). But judgments of guilt or innocence, and assessments of civil liability or lack of liability, the bread and butter of jury verdicts, are not just factual judgments; they are, in their own way, applications of legal standards—standards of proof, substantive legal rules, and the rules communicated in evidentiary instructions—to the proof presented at trial.

So one important distinction to draw is between directed forgetting, which genuinely does seem hopeless, and directed disregarding, which does not. A second, equally important distinction—and one which will run throughout this paper—is between working perfectly and working at all. It is patently obvious that evidentiary instructions cannot work flawlessly under all circumstances. There are some things that are hard to put out of one’s mind at all, and many other things that, even if one consciously disregards them, may influence decision making in subtle, subconscious ways. It is precisely because some things seem particularly hard to disregard that courts refuse to trust evidentiary instructions to cure certain kinds of errors or to address certain kinds of limited admissibility. The Supreme Court ruled in Jackson v. Denno, for example, that juries cannot be trusted to ignore confessions later ruled inadmissible. Later and more famously, in Bruton v. United States, the Court held that juries cannot be trusted to apply a confession only against the defendant who made it (and as to whom the rules of evidence allow it to be admitted) and not against a co-defendant (as to whom it is inadmissible). The basic notion underlying these decisions makes a certain amount of sense: some things may be particularly difficult for jurors, or anyone else, to put out of mind. Which particular things fall into this category is a harder question, and one which has received less attention that it deserves. That is partly because of the widespread sense that nothing can be completely put out of mind, and that cases like Bruton and Jackson v. Denno are simply settings in which the fictions we tell about evidentiary instructions become too transparent to tolerate. But there is a difference between wiping something from one’s memory and putting it to one

26 Or maybe not. Cf. Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S. 123, 142-43 (1968) (White, J., dissenting) (arguing that “[i]t is a common experience of all men to be informed of ‘facts’ relevant to an issue requiring their judgment, and yet to disregard those ‘facts’ because of sufficient grounds for discrediting their veracity or the reliability of their source.”)
side—between forgetting it and deemphasizing it. The fact that the first is impossible does not mean the second is impossible.

And for many purposes the second may be enough. It depends in part on why we want the jury to disregard a certain piece of evidence or to avoid a particular use of the evidence. Typically the concern is with the accuracy of fact-finding. Some evidence is thought to be “more prejudicial than probative”—that is to say, more likely to lead the jury astray than to lead the jury to the truth, either because it will appeal to their emotions, or because they are apt to think it more probative than it really is. Thinking of this kind lies behind the ban on hearsay evidence, for example, and the ban on character evidence. In some cases the thinking may be mistaken: there is little evidence, in particular, that juries overestimate the probative value of hearsay, and some suggestive evidence to the contrary.29 On the other hand, research on the “fundamental attribution error” may suggest that the legal system has been right to worry that juries will rely too heavily on character evidence.30 But even assuming the theory is sound—assuming that juries are apt to rely too heavily on certain kinds of evidence, or to respond to it emotionally rather than rationally—evidentiary instructions could conceivably remedy the problem even if they do not succeed in wiping all memory of the evidence from the jurors’ minds. What we would want from the instructions is a kind of de-biasing. We would want the instructions to get jurors to rely less heavily on the evidence, or not to react emotionally to it. There is no a priori reason to think that instructions cannot perform that work. If anything, the growing body of research on de-biasing more generally gives reason to think that evidentiary instructions could do exactly what we want them to do, if what we want them to do is to remedy overreliance on or emotional reactions to evidence.31

Even here, though, we need to distinguish between working perfectly and working well enough. De-biasing of any kind is unlikely to work perfectly. It is unlikely to restore everyone exposed to a potentially biasing piece of information to exactly the position he or she was in before the exposure. If juries are apt to rely too heavily on a particular kind of evidence, or to react emotionally to it, it may be difficult for admonitions to counterbalance perfectly the unwanted effects.

But nothing about jury trials operates perfectly. Juries are human, and so are judges, lawyers, and witnesses. Jury trial is a human institution, inherently and pervasively imperfect. So the relevant question about evidentiary instructions is not whether they work perfectly but whether the errors they introduce are significant against the background imperfections of jury trial more generally.

31 For a helpful summary of this research and a thoughtful discussion of its implications for evidentiary instructions, see Demaine, supra note 18. On the de-biasing and jury decision making more generally, see Simon, supra note 19, at 543-44, 548-49, 569-74.
We are apt to overlook this point because of our tendency to think of the jury in quasi-magical terms: not as a collection of people, or a committee, but as something vaguely oracular, something that operates outside the imperfect world of human reason. “The jury has spoken,” we say—in a way we would never talk about an ordinary, workaday institution. (Imagine someone saying, “The school board has spoken.” Or, “The loan department has spoken.” It would sound comically grandiose, like Professor Marvel invoking the Great Oz.) Magic either works or it doesn’t; when a spell is broken, it is broken. The question becomes how to preserve the purity of the process. Evidentiary instructions are often mocked as a kind of primitive ritual: magic that no one really believes in, “exorcising phrases designed to drive out evil spirits.” But magical thinking about the jury may in fact underlie a good deal of the skepticism about evidentiary instructions, by raising the bar for how well they must work in order to be taken seriously. Any contamination of the jury’s divination becomes fatal. A wobbly table may suffice for writing, or for holding a committee meeting, but not for operating a Ouija board.

But juries are not Ouija boards. They are groups of people asked to reason their way through factual disputes. Because they are human, they will perform that task imperfectly. There is no pristine process to protect. The question should not be whether evidentiary instructions function perfectly: whether they completely eliminate the effect of inadmissible evidence, or fully guarantee that evidence will not be used in a way that we think is likely to lead the jurors astray. The question should be whether evidentiary instructions perform these functions well enough so that the errors likely to be introduced by relying on them do not add appreciably to the general, background imperfections of jury trial. The answer to that question is not intuitively obvious. It cannot be deduced by reflecting on the difficulty of intentionally forgetting something we have seen or heard.

All of this assumes, of course, that the point of excluding evidence is to increase the accuracy of verdicts. And that is not necessarily the case. Some evidence is excluded to influence the behavior of parties before or after the trial. That is famously true of the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule in criminal cases, for example. The exclusionary rule is generally not enforced by evidentiary instructions; instead the evidence is suppressed at a pretrial hearing. But some scholars suggest that other rules of evidence are similarly aimed at encouraging or discouraging particular kinds of behavior outside of court. Thus, the ban on character evidence can be understood as a way to improve the deterrence of crimes, by focusing the trial on evidence that a potential defendant can avoid generating by avoiding new criminal behavior. The hearsay rule can be understood as tool for encouraging the production of more reliable evidence. The rule against proving fault by introducing evidence of subsequent remedial measures can be—

34 See Sanchirico, supra note 30.
and traditionally has been—understood as a way to make sure that parties are not penalized for learning from their mistakes.\textsuperscript{36} Privilege rules, by and large, also do not aim to improve the accuracy of trials; instead, they sacrifice accuracy in the interest of some other value: typically the promotion of some activity or relationship that the risk of disclosure might discourage.\textsuperscript{37}

To the extent that rules of evidence aim to encourage or discourage conduct outside the courtroom, as opposed to enhancing the accuracy of the jury’s fact-finding, it should be even clearer that instructions implementing those rules can function effectively even if juries do not follow them with perfect fidelity. No one thinks that the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule needs to eliminate \textit{all} possibility of the police benefitting from illegal investigatory behavior in order to help discourage the behavior, or that \textit{every} prospect of subsequent remedial conduct redounding to a defendant’s detriment must be eliminated if we want defendants to pursue those remedies. The Supreme Court sometimes says that “[a]n uncertain privilege . . . is little better than no privilege at all,”\textsuperscript{38} but that is unconvincing: there is no reason to think that activities requiring confidentiality can be encouraged only by providing an absolute assurance of nondisclosure, nor that any legal rule, no matter how inflexible in theory, could ever provide such an ironclad guarantee in practice. Similarly, if the hearsay rule is aimed at encouraging parties to produce more reliable evidence, and if the character evidence rule is aimed at focusing the trial on evidence that putative defendants can avoid producing by avoiding criminal conduct, the rules can serve those purposes even if the evidentiary instructions implementing the rules allow some of the prohibited proof to leak through—as long as \textit{too much} does not leak through. If we think that parties and putative parties will shape their out-of-court behavior in response to rules of evidence (an assumption that in many cases might well be doubted\textsuperscript{39}), then significantly reducing the value of evidence, by significantly reducing how likely the jury is to rely on it, may be all that is needed. And that means that evidentiary instructions do not need to work perfectly in order to work adequately.

To summarize: One reason that evidentiary instructions are not taken seriously is that it seems intuitively obvious that jurors cannot will themselves to forget something they have seen or heard, or to drive it out of their minds when thinking about certain issues but not about others. But limiting instructions need not and typically do not ask jurors to \textit{forget} evidence. They need only ask, and generally do only ask, jurors to disregard evidence, or to avoid using it in certain ways. And evidentiary instructions may function adequately even if jurors follow them with less than complete fidelity. Regardless whether evidence is excluded, or its use restricted, to promote the accuracy of fact-finding or to provide incentives for out-of-court behavior, the objective can often

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{36} For a skeptical assessment of this rationale, see Dan M. Kahan, \textit{The Economics—Conventional, Behavioral, and Political—of “Subsequent Remedial Measures” Evidence}, 110 COLUM. L. REV. 1616 (2010).
\item \textsuperscript{38} Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 393 (1981); accord, Jaffee v. Redmond, 518 U.S. 1, 18 (1996).
\end{itemize}
be accomplished by significantly reducing how likely jurors are to rely on the evidence. Once we recognize that juries are groups of human beings, reasoning together in ways that are inherently and pervasively imperfect, there is no reason to think evidentiary instructions a failure simply because they do not work perfectly.

B. The Story Model.

Skepticism about evidentiary instructions among legal scholars does not rest solely on the common-sense idea that jurors cannot will themselves to forget, or intentionally turn memories on and off. It relies as well on a particular understanding of how juries decide cases: the “story model.”

The “story model” is a detailed theory of jury trial developed in the 1980s and early 1990s, chiefly by psychologists Reid Hastie and Nancy Pennington. In its fullest articulation, the theory proposes that jury reasoning has three components: constructing a story, learning the law, and applying the law to the story. The first component, story construction, involves the creation of a narrative that combines the evidence presented at trial with a juror’s background knowledge of the world and some basic, generic ideas about how to explain and describe human events. Those generic ideas are cognitive schema—abstract expectations about the way that initiating events and physical conditions are linked, through chains of causation, with psychological states, goals, actions, and consequences. There may be alternative stories that can be constructed from and imposed on the evidence; jurors select among these stories by assessing their internal coherence and how well they fit with all the evidence. The second component of jury decision making, learning the law, takes place when the judge provides a formal description of the applicable, substantive legal standards—the definitions, say, of murder and manslaughter. The third component involves matching the story that a juror has developed with the formal legal categories provided by the judge—what lawyers would call applying the law to the facts.40

The most important and of these three components, and the one that does the most to distinguish the story model from its main rivals, is the first one, story construction. The story model is in large part a response to and repudiation of a very different idea about how juries assess evidence, the idea that jurors estimate and then combine probabilities, either through some intuitive approximation of the Bayes Theorem or in some other manner.41 It is central to the story model that jurors assess evidence holistically rather than atomistically, and that in doing so they rely on preexisting cognitive schema—generic mental frameworks for making sense of the world—not just on the information they receive during trial. The phrase “story model” has come to refer more loosely to this core set of beliefs, plus the view that at least some of the pertinent schema have to do with narrative structure, and the further, critical

40 See, e.g., Pennington & Hastie, supra note 19, at 192-203.
41 See, e.g., id., at 213-17; Ronald J. Allen, Factual Ambiguity and a Theory of Evidence, 88 NW. U. L. REV. 604 (1994); John H. Blume, Sheri L. Johnson & Emily C. Paavola, Every Juror Wants a Story: Narrative Relevance, Third Party Guilt and the Right to Present a Defense, 44 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 1069, 1087 n.115 (2007); Reid Hastie, Algebraic Models of Juror Decision Processes, in INSIDE THE JUROR: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF JUROR DECISION MAKING 84 (Reid Hastie ed., 1993); Simon, supra note 19, at 559-64.
understanding that the relationship between evidence and stories is “bidirectional”—the narrative is constructed to fit the evidence, but the evidence is also perceived and understood through the filter of the narrative. And in this looser sense the “story model” has become the orthodox understanding of jury decision making among psychologists and legal scholars. It makes intuitive sense, and a fair bit of experimental data supports it.

It is sometimes suggested that the story model, in this broad sense, is inconsistent with any confidence in the ability of juries to follow evidentiary instructions. It is easy to see why. Evidentiary instructions seem to assume that jurors will assess and combine evidence piece by piece, in an orderly, linear fashion. But in the story model jurors reason recursively, with each piece of evidence influencing the constructed narrative, and the narrative in turn affecting the weight and meaning ascribed to individual items of proof. How can jurors be expected to isolate, in retrospect, the ramifications that one particular piece of evidence has had on this process, and then to reconstruct the narrative they would have constructed in the absence of that evidence? It seems impossible.

In truth, though, the implications of the story model for the efficacy of evidentiary instructions are far from clear. Even if jurors do assess evidence holistically, in just the way the story model describes, they may still be able exercise control over which pieces of evidence are included in the mix. In theory, at least, it is perfectly possible to make an item-by-item determination of what evidence should be taken into account, and then to assess, as an integrated whole, all the evidence that is not screened out. In fact jurors obviously do something along these lines. In order to assess evidence by constructing and imposing a story, jurors need to determine what counts as “evidence”—what the story is supposed to fit with and explain. The story is not expected to explain, for example, the dreams they had the previous night, or the furniture in the courtroom, or the most recent episode of America’s Got Talent. It may be harder, of course, to screen out information that has some obvious pertinence to the

---

42 Simon, supra note 19, at 518, 522; see also, e.g., Lempert, supra note 22, at 559.
43 See, e.g., sources cites supra note 20. The “relative plausibility theory” developed by Ron Allen, and the set of arguments that Dan Simon has advanced about “coherence-based reasoning” in jury trials, are both versions of the story model in this looser sense, although both depart in certain ways from the ideas of Hastie and Pennington—largely by downplaying the importance of narrative structure and giving relatively greater emphasis to the claim that jurors assess evidence holistically rather than atomistically. See Allen, supra note 41; Simon, supra note 19.
44 See, e.g., Pennington & Hastie, supra note 19, at 203-17; Simon, supra note 19. It can be important to distinguish the story model, which is a descriptive theory of jury decision making, from the philosophical or normative claim that narratives are, at bottom, what trials are really about—that stories are not loose, roundabout ways of getting at the truth, but are themselves the best or only kind of truth we can access. On this broader claim—less common today than fifteen years ago—see, for example, Robert Weisberg, Proclaiming Trials as Narratives: Premises and Pretenses, in LAW’S STORIES: NARRATIVE AND RHETORIC IN THE LAW (Peter Brooks & Paul Gewirtz eds., 1996).
45 See, e.g., Diamond & Casper, supra note 23, at 519-20; Steblay et al., supra note 23, at 488.
46 Much as judges or advocates need to select the facts pertinent to a dispute before arguing for a legal outcome. See, e.g., Mark Kelman, Interpretative Construction in the Substantive Criminal Law, 33 STAN. L. REV. 591, 593-94 (1981).
factual questions the jury is asked to decide. But not because the evidence that gets past the screen is assessed holistically.

It might be thought the challenge the story model poses for evidentiary instructions has to do with the difficulty of running an integrative process backwards. In the story model, evidence is not simply added together; each piece of evidence influences, through complicated webs of interaction, how every other piece of evidence is weighed and understood. It might be thought particularly difficult to undo the effect of an item of evidence when it operates in this way.47 Obviously this problem will arise only if the jurors process the problematic evidence before they are instructed to disregard it, or to use it only for a limited purpose. But that may be the case often or even most of the time, depending on how promptly the evidentiary instruction is administered and how rapidly the jurors incorporate new evidence into the stories they construct.48 So it may well be true that complying with an evidentiary instruction will often, or even usually, require the jury to undo a complicated set of interactions between the evidence in question and other evidence in the case.

It sounds hard, but there is no a priori reason to think jurors cannot do it. In fact jurors probably do something similar throughout the trial: they undo and redo the connections among evidence constantly, as new evidence and arguments are presented and the stories the jurors have constructed are revised. That in any event is what the story model, as generally understood, supposes that they do.49 And if juries are constantly remaking stories and refitting evidence to structures that those stories provide, it is not at all clear why they cannot drop items of proof, or limit their use, at the same time that they incorporate new pieces of evidence.

So much for the story model and instructions to disregard. But what about limiting instructions—instructions that tell a jury that they may use a particular item of proof, but only in a particular way, and not in other, prohibited ways? The story model might seem to throw particular doubt of the efficacy of those kinds of instructions. If the jurors assess evidence holistically, it might be thought, they necessarily are assessing it intuitively, as a gestalt, and they therefore will not be able to consciously regulate the ways in which any particular item of proof affects the stories they create and how plausible and coherent those stories seem at a gut level.

47 See Diamond & Casper, supra note 23, at 519 (suggesting that instructions to disregard may be futile because “the encoding and recall of other information are affected by the very testimony that the juror is supposed to ignore”); Andrew J. Wistrich, Chris Guthrie & Jeffrey J. Rachlinski, Can Judges Ignore Inadmissible Information? The Difficulty of Deliberately Disregarding, 153 U. PA. L. REV. 1251, 1269 (2005) (explaining that “[t]he rapid integration of information into a coherent story” makes it difficult for juries to disregard evidence they have seen or heard).
48 See Simon, supra note 19, at 551-53.
Nothing about the story model, however—notwithstanding the general emphasis it places on nonlinear, unconscious, coherence-based modes of reasoning—requires that jury reasoning be entirely nonlinear or unconscious. The empirical evidence for the story model consists of experiments demonstrating that mock jurors organize evidence into stories, that they select among rival stories based on relative plausibility, and that the stories they construct influence the way they understand and assess individual pieces of evidence, especially if the evidence is ambiguous or conflicting. All of this is consistent with jurors combining coherence-based story construction with some amount of conscious, atomistic reasoning. In fact, jurors must do something along these lines. In order to assimilate an item of evidence into a story, jurors must have some sense of what the evidence is and what it tends to show. Exculpatory testimony from an alibi witness cannot be treated the same as expert testimony that the defendant’s fingerprints were found at the crime scene. And there is no reason to assume that none of the atomistic processing is subject to conscious control. When comparing how well rival stories fit with a body of evidence, a juror might plausibly constrain the analysis by limiting the kinds of inferences that could be drawn from a particular piece of evidence. A juror might refrain, for example, from counting it against a story that it contradicts the truth of a hearsay statement that was admitted only for purposes other than proving the truth of what it asserts. Many jurors might find it difficult to constrain their reasoning in this way, but there is no reason to assume, a priori, that the difficulties they encounter will be so large that the limiting instructions will do little real work.

Here, again, it is important to distinguish between the transparently implausible claim that evidentiary instructions work perfectly all of the time and the more realistic proposition that they work well enough to be taken seriously and, within limits, relied upon. The story model provides additional reason, if any were needed, to be skeptical of the claim (which no one makes) that limiting instructions and instructions to disregard evidence can entirely eliminate the prejudicial effects of all inadmissible and partially admissible proof. But the model falls far short of justifying the widespread notion that evidentiary instructions are so obviously and thoroughly ineffective that they amount to little more than superstitious incantations.

C. Mock Jurors.

That stronger kind of skepticism about evidentiary instructions is commonly justified not just by appeal to the common-sense idea that people cannot intentionally forget what they have learned, and not just by the notion that jurors assess evidence holistically rather than atomistically, but also—and perhaps most importantly—by an appeal to empirical evidence. Over the past few decades, a variety of experiments have been carried out in which mock jurors receive instructions to disregard or to limit their

50 See, e.g., Pennington & Hastie, supra note 19, at 203-17; Simon, supra note 19, at 520-49.  
51 For a helpful discussion, see Lisa Kern Griffin, Fictions in Adjudication (Aug. 2011) (unpublished manuscript on file with author). Dan Simon is careful to note that “coherence effects have their limits,” and that “coherence shifts are mediated by task-specific factors”—for example, the ambiguity of the evidence, and whether jurors are explicitly asked to “take some time to seriously consider the possibility that the opposite side has a better case.” Simon, supra note 19, at 544, 548.
use of particular pieces of evidence. It is widely believed—and repeatedly reported—that these experiments show conclusively, or at least very persuasively, that evidentiary instructions do not and cannot work.\textsuperscript{52}

The results of the studies are actually far less clear. If anything, they suggest that evidentiary instructions do work, at least in many circumstances, and at least if they are given in a sensible manner.

Here is a list of the thirty-two published studies I have been able to locate on the effects of evidentiary instructions on mock jurors, together with brief summaries of the results.\textsuperscript{53} It is instructive to compare their findings.

1. Broeder 1959 Instruction to disregard defendant’s insurance in an automobile collision case backfired, leading jurors to award more damages.\textsuperscript{54}

2. Kline & Jess 1966 Three of four mock juries followed instruction to disregard pretrial new reports, but the fourth relied on the reports in reaching its verdict.\textsuperscript{55}


\textsuperscript{53} I have excluded studies of the effects of judicial admonitions that do not instruct jurors to disregard evidence or to limit its use but instead simply warn them that it may be unreliable or that it should be treated with caution. See, e.g., Eugene Borgida, Legal Reform of Rape Laws, 2 Applied Soc. Psych. Ann. 211 (Leonard Brickman ed., 1981) (reporting that mock jurors were more likely to vote for conviction in a rape trial if cautioned about evidence of complainant’s past sexual history); Ann Cavoukian & Ronald J. Heslegrave, The Admissibility of Polygraph Evidence in Court: Some Empirical Findings, 4 L. & Hum. Behav. 117 (1980) (finding that mock jurors gave less weight to polygraph evidence if they received a judicial warning that polygraphs were only 80% accurate and that jurors should be cautious when weighing the evidence); Richard J. Harris, The Effect of Jury Size and Judge’s Instructions on Memory for Pragmatic Implications from Courtroom Testimony, 11 Bull. Psychonomic Soc’y 129 (1978) (finding no significant effect of a judicial instruction “about the pitfalls of interpreting implied information as if it were asserted fact”). I have also excluded studies that involved mock jurors instructed to disregard evidence but did not test for, or draw conclusions about, the effect of those instructions. See, e.g., Eugene Bordida & Roger Park, The Entrapment Defense: Juror Comprehension and Decision Making, 12 L. & Human Behav. 19 (1988) (testing combined effect of limiting instruction and alternative substantive instructions on entrapment); Gregory E. Lenahan & Patrick O’Neil, Reactance and Conflict as Determinants of Judgment in a Mock Jury Experiment, 11 J. Applied Soc. Psych. 231 (1981) (testing the combined effect of evidentiary rulings and biased judicial comments).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simon 1966</td>
<td>Jurors followed instruction to disregard pretrial publicity¹⁵⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornish &amp; Sealy 1973</td>
<td>Jurors followed instructions to disregard prior convictions¹⁵⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doob &amp; Kirschenbaum 1973</td>
<td>Instruction to disregard prior conviction had no effect¹⁵⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue et al. 1973</td>
<td>Instruction to disregard inadmissible wiretap evidence had no effect¹⁵⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hans &amp; Doob 1976</td>
<td>Instruction to use prior conviction only for impeachment failed¹⁶⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf &amp; Montgomery 1977</td>
<td>Jurors ignored police testimony ruled inadmissible, but only if they were <em>not</em> admonished to do so¹⁶¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinard &amp; Reynolds 1978</td>
<td>Sensational evidence biased jury verdicts <em>only</em> if an objection was raised or the judge ruled the evidence inadmissible¹⁶²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson et al. 1981</td>
<td>Jurors followed instruction to disregard inadmissible prosecution evidence but not instruction to disregard inadmissible defense evidence¹⁶³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hastie et al. 1982</td>
<td>During deliberations, jurors appeared to follow instructions to disregard inadmissible evidence¹⁶⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanford &amp; Penrod 1982</td>
<td>Instruction to consider evidence for each charge separately appeared “partially effective”¹⁶⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹⁶⁴ HASTIE, PENROD & PENNINGTON, *supra* note 19, at 23. The researchers cautioned, though, that “it would be unwise to generalize from these observations to actual jury behavior,” because “experimental juries may be abnormally well-behaved when dealing with the inadmissibility issue while under observation by social scientists,” and because “research has repeatedly shown that jurors do not or cannot disregard biasing extralegal testimony.” *Id.*
Authoritarian jurors did not follow instruction to disregard inadmissible prosecution evidence\textsuperscript{66}

Jurors followed instruction to disregard inadmissible wiretap evidence, especially after deliberation\textsuperscript{67}

Instruction to consider evidence for each charge separately had no effect\textsuperscript{68}

Elaborated instruction to consider evidence for each charge separately reduced conviction rates\textsuperscript{69}

Jurors violated instruction to use prior conviction only for impeachment\textsuperscript{70}

Instruction to use prior conviction only for impeachment backfired, succeeding only in drawing attention to the evidence\textsuperscript{71}

Evidence of civil defendant’s prior perjury conviction increased verdicts for plaintiff only if (a) there was no other evidence of the defendant’s character, and the judge gave a limiting instruction, or (b) there was evidence of the defendant’s honesty, and the judge did not give a limiting instruction\textsuperscript{72}

Instruction to ignore inadmissible evidence raised by a dissident juror succeeded only in drawing attention to the evidence\textsuperscript{73}

\textsuperscript{65} Sarah Tanford & Steven Penrod, \textit{Biases in Trials Involving Defendants Charged With Multiple Offenses}, 12 \textit{J. APPLIED SOC. PSYCH.} 453, 465 (1982)\textsuperscript{.}

\textsuperscript{66} Carol M. Werner, Dorothy K. Kagehiro & Michael J. Strube, \textit{Conviction Proneness and the Authoritarian Juror: Inability to Disregard Information or Attitudinal Bias?}, 67 \textit{J. APPLIED PSYCH.} 629 (1982).\textsuperscript{.}

\textsuperscript{67} Thomas R. Caretta & Richard L. Moreland, \textit{The Direct and Indirect Effects of Inadmissible Evidence}, 13 \textit{J. APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY}, 291 (1983).\textsuperscript{.}

\textsuperscript{68} Edith Greene & Elizabeth Loftus, \textit{When Crimes Are Joined at Trial}, 9 \textit{L. & HUM. BEHAV.} 193 (1985).\textsuperscript{.}

\textsuperscript{69} Sarah Tanford, Steven Penrod & Rebecca Collins, \textit{Decision Making in Joined Criminal Trials: The Influence of Charge Similarity, Evidence Similarity, and Limiting Instructions}, 9 \textit{L. & HUMAN BEHAVIOR} 319 (1985)\textsuperscript{.}

\textsuperscript{70} Wissler & Saks, supra note 10.\textsuperscript{.}

\textsuperscript{71} Sarah Tanford & Michelle Cox, \textit{Decision Processes in Civil Cases: The Impact of Impeachment Evidence on Liability and Credibility Judgments}, 2 \textit{SOC. BEHAV.} 165 (1987).\textsuperscript{.}

\textsuperscript{72} Sarah Tanford & Michelle Cox, \textit{The Effects of Impeachment Evidence and Limiting Instructions on Individual and Group Decision Making}, 12 \textit{L & HUM BEHAV.} 477 (1988).\textsuperscript{.}

\textsuperscript{73} Russell D. Clark, \textit{The Role of Censorship in Minority Influence}, 24 \textit{EUR. J. SOC. PSYCH.} 331 (1994).\textsuperscript{.}
21 Greene & Dodge 1995  Instruction limiting use of prior conviction had no effect\textsuperscript{74}

22 Kerwin & Shaffer 1994  Instruction to disregard inadmissible police testimony appeared wholly effective for deliberating jurors but only partially effective for non-deliberating jurors\textsuperscript{75}

23 Landsman & Rakos 1995  Jurors violated instruction to disregard evidence of subsequent remedial conduct\textsuperscript{76}

24 Pickel 1995  Jurors followed instruction to disregard inadmissible hearsay regardless whether it was accompanied by a legal explanation, but they followed instruction to disregard inadmissible prior conviction only when a legal explanation was not provided\textsuperscript{77}

25 Rind et al. 1995  Jurors followed instruction to disregard inadmissible wiretap evidence, but only if the charge was serious\textsuperscript{78}

26 Fein et al. 1997  Jurors followed instruction to disregard inadmissible evidence, but only when they were given reason to be suspicious of the motives underlying its introduction\textsuperscript{79}

27 Kassin & Sommers 1997  Jurors followed instruction to disregard inadmissible wiretap evidence if they were told the evidence was unreliable; they did so less consistently if told the evidence was excluded because it was obtained illegally\textsuperscript{80}

28 Kassin & Sukel 1997  Jurors violated instruction to disregard inadmissible confession\textsuperscript{81}

\textsuperscript{75} Jeffrey Kerwin & Donald R. Shaffer, Mock Jurors Versus Mock Juries: The Role of Deliberations in Reactions to Inadmissible Testimony, 20 PERS. & SOC. PSYCH. BULL. 153 (1994).
\textsuperscript{76} Stephan Landsman & Richard F. Rakos, A Preliminary Inquiry into the Effect of Potentially Biasing Information on Judges and Jurors in Civil Litigation, 12 BEHAVIORAL SCI. & L. 113 (1994).
\textsuperscript{79} Steven Fein, Allison L. McCloskey & Thomas M. Tomlinson, Can the Jury Disregard That Information? The Use of Suspicion to Reduce the Prejudicial Effects of Pretrial Publicity and Inadmissible Testimony, 23 PERS. & SOC. PSYCH. BULL. 1215 (1997).
Pretrial publicity did not increase conviction rates, but pretrial publicity plus an admonition to disregard slightly lowered conviction rates.

Jurors followed instruction to disregard illegally obtained evidence.

Jurors violated instructions to use prior conviction only for impeachment.

Jurors followed elaborate instructions to disregard inadmissible police testimony.

The most obvious fact about these findings is that they vary. Sometimes evidentiary instructions work, sometimes they fail, and sometimes they backfire. Sometimes the effectiveness of the instruction depends on the seriousness of the charge; sometimes it depends on the personality of the jurors; sometimes it depends on how much stress is put on the instruction or what kind of stress; and sometimes none of that seems to matter. The variation is even greater than the brief summaries indicate: a striking fact about this set of studies is that virtually none of their specific results are ever replicated. Part of the explanation is that experimental psychologists, like scientists more generally, do not spend much time trying to reproduce what other researchers reported. Most psychologists (and most of their funding agencies and professional journals) find efforts at exact replication less interesting and less valuable than efforts to test the same hypothesis using different methods. So no two of these studies are designed exactly the same. But that is only part of the explanation. Even when the study designs do coincide, the results generally do not.

It is difficult to draw any firm conclusions from such divergent results—something the researchers themselves have often acknowledged. Just as frequently,
though, the experimental evidence is said to show that evidentiary instructions are “generally ineffective.”

This is nearly always the way the studies are described in the law reviews, and it is sometimes the way they are described by psychologists, too.

Results pointing in the other direction are often neglected or misrepresented. An early study at the London School of Economics, for example, found that mock jurors were more likely to find a defendant guilty after hearing evidence that he had a prior conviction, but only if the conviction was for a similar offense—and even then a curative instruction completely eliminated the effect of the prior conviction evidence. This was true in both of the fictional cases used in the L.S.E. study, one involving a rape charge and one involving a theft charge. The L.S.E. study thus provided evidence that juries can and do follow instructions to disregard evidence, at least under certain conditions. As summarized by the researchers themselves, their results indicated that, “[c]ontrary to common supposition, juries give real weight to an instruction to disregard relevant previous record [evidence] wrongly admitted.” But that is not how the study has usually been described by later authors—when they have discussed it all. Sometimes the study is said to have found that a curative instruction worked in the rape case, but not in the theft case; sometimes the L.S.E. researchers are said to have found only that a curative instruction “slightly” or “modestly” reduced the prejudicial effect of evidence the judge had ruled inadmissible; and sometimes the L.S.E. researchers are said to have found no effect at all from curative instructions.

I will speculate later about why the mock jury experiments have so often been described as more damning than they really are about the efficacy of evidentiary instructions. For now it suffices to say that scholars may be no less prone than jurors to the kind of “coherence-based reasoning” that assimilates new evidence to preexisting beliefs—and that, on their face, the mock juror experiments offer at best ambiguous support for the view that evidentiary instructions are inherently ineffective.

89 Greene & Dodge, supra note 74, at 70; see also, e.g., id. at 76; HASTIE, PENROD & PENNINGTON, supra note 19, at 231; Nietzel et al., supra note 52; Bordiga & Park, supra note 53, at 32; Lieberman & Arndt, supra note 10; Wissler & Saks, supra note 10.

90 See, e.g., DiPardo, supra note 9; Eichhorn, supra note 52; Phillipson, supra note 52; Varnado, supra note 9; cf. Larry Laudan & Ronald J. Allen, The Devastating Impact of Prior Crimes Evidence and Other Myths of the Criminal Justice Process, 101 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 493, 502-03 (2011) (noting that the results of mock jury experiments involving evidence of a defendant’s prior conviction “are all over the map,” but nonetheless concluding from those results that “at least among mock jurors, the instruction to draw no conclusions from known priors about a defendant’s propensity to crime is flagrantly ignored”).

91 See Cornish & Sealy, supra note 57, at 216-18.

92 Id. at 222.

93 E.g., Rind et al., supra note 78, at 418, 422; Thompson et al. 1981, supra note 63, at 454; Wissler & Saks, supra note 10, at 38.

94 Theodore Eisenberg & Valerie P. Hans, Taking A Stand on Taking the Stand: The Effect of a Prior Criminal Record on the Decision to Testify and on Trial Outcomes, 94 CORNELL L. REV. 1353, 1359 (2009).

95 Laudan & Allen, supra note 90, at 10.

96 Tanford & Cox, supra note 72, at 479, 494.

97 Simon, supra note 19, at 512.
In fact, the support gets weaker the closer one looks. That is because many of the mock juror studies suffer from design flaws that favor results casting doubt on the effectiveness of evidentiary instructions, and there are reporting and publication biases that probably push in the same direction. I will discuss the design flaws first and then the reporting and publication biases.

Nearly all of these studies take mock jurors, usually but not always college students, and have them watch, listen to, or read about a fictional trial. Evidence is included that the judge rules should be disregarded by the jury, or used only in particular ways and not in others. The jurors are then asked whether they would vote for conviction, and usually some other questions as well, which vary from study to study. The other questions may include, for example, how confident the jurors are in their verdict, or whether they think the defendant was a believable witness.

Lawyers and judges are often suspicious of mock juror studies because college students, or random subjects recruited at a science museum, obviously differ in many respects from actual jurors. For one thing, mock jurors know that nothing is really on the line—certainly no one’s life or liberty. But comparisons of decision making by mock jurors and real jurors have consistently failed to uncover any major, consistent differences; both kinds of jurors, for the most part, seem to reason in similar ways. There is no good reason to believe that the use of mock jurors has biased the studies on evidentiary instructions in any particular direction. The design flaws in many of these studies do not pertain to the use of mock jurors, but to four other factors: missing controls, absence of deliberation, weak instructions, and statistical confusion.

**Missing controls.** Almost all of the mock juror experiments involving evidentiary instructions test the effectiveness of the instructions by examining their influence on the verdict that jurors indicate they would return. But they often do so in a peculiar way. If you want to measure the efficacy of something—a drug, say—you typically take a group of subjects with the condition the drug is supposed to address, administer the drug to a randomly selected subset of those subjects, and then compare how they fare with what happens to the rest of the subjects, who do not receive the drug. The rest of the subjects are the control group. (In drug studies, they receive a placebo, or the standard treatment to which the drug in question is being compared, so that physiological effects can be separated from mental and psychosomatic effects.) Analogously, if you want to know how well an evidentiary instruction works, the most obvious way to proceed is to see how jurors who receive the instruction behave, and compare that with the behavior of jurors who do not receive the instruction. The jurors who do not receive the instruction form the control group. (There is no need for a placebo, because you will be testing for psychological effects, not trying to separate them out.) In drug trials, the control group has the same underlying condition as the

---


99 The major exception are studies that monitored and analyzed the deliberations of mock juries to see whether jurors discussed and relied on evidence they had been instructed to disregard. E.g., *Hastie, Penrod & Pennington*, supra note 19; Kline & Jess, supra note 55.
treatment group, but does not receive the treatment. To test an evidentiary instruction, the control group would be exposed to the evidence but would not receive the instruction.

That is, in fact, how some of the mock jury experiments on evidentiary instructions have proceeded. Others of these experiments, though, do something different: they compare mock jurors who have been exposed to evidence and given an evidentiary instruction with mock jurors who have not been exposed to the evidence in the first place. And they use a fictional trial that has been purposely constructed and pre-tested to ensure that, without the evidence in question, the case is more or less a tossup. This is like testing the efficacy of a drug by administering it to people with a particular condition and then comparing them to people who did not have the condition to begin with. It is a sensible way to test whether the treatment—or the instruction—works perfectly, but not a good way to test whether it works at all.

Absence of deliberation. Some of the mock jury experiments on evidentiary instructions assign the subjects to jury panels and have them deliberate before reaching their final decisions. But most do not. Most of the studies involve mock jurors but not mock juries. The distinction may not matter much for some areas of jury research, because there is a good deal of evidence that jury verdicts tend to track, on average, the views that individual jurors bring with them into the deliberations. But there are specific reasons to think that evidentiary instructions may be more effective when juries deliberate: when jurors have to reason aloud and to each other, they may find it easier to avoid prohibited inferences, and harder to do what the judge has asked them not to do. And, in fact, the experimental results, on the whole, support the conclusion that evidentiary instructions are more effective when juries deliberate. In general, the studies that include deliberation have been more likely to find that limiting instructions work, and studies that have directly compared deliberating and non-deliberating jurors

100 E.g., Hans & Doob, supra note 60; Kline & Jess, supra note 55; Lloyd-Bostock, supra note 84; Rind et al., supra note 78; Wissler & Saks, supra note 10.
101 See Laudan & Allen, supra note 90, at 502 (discussing this problem).
102 This is true, for example, of Clark, supra note 73; Demaine, supra note 18; Doob & Kirschenbaum, supra note 58; Fein et al., supra note 79; Fleming et al., supra note 83; Freedman et al., supra note 82; Greene & Dodge, supra note 74; Greene & Loftus, supra note 68; Kassin & Sommers, supra note 80; Kassn & Sukel, supra note 81; Landsman & Rakos, supra note 76; Pickel, supra note 77; Reinard & Reynolds, supra note 17; Rind et al., supra note 78; Simon, supra note 56; Sue et al., supra note 59; Tanford et al., supra note 69; Tanford and Cox, supra note 71; Tanford & Cox, supra note 72; Tanford & Penrod, supra note 65; Wissler & Saks, supra note 10; and Wolf & Montgomery, supra note 61. See generally Steblay et al., supra note 23, at 488 (observing that “[b]y far the majority of studies [of the effects of evidentiary instructions on mock jurors] have examined jurors’ pre-deliberation disposition toward defendant culpability”).
103 A point made, for example, in Demaine, supra note 18, at 120 n.72. Even outside the context of research on evidentiary instructions, though, there is reason to be cautious in extrapolating from studies of mock jurors who do not deliberate to the behavior of actual jurors, who do— notwithstanding the fact that the verdicts of real jurors, like the verdicts of mock jurors, probably track, on average, the inclinations of the jurors going into deliberations, see, e.g., HARRY KALVEN, JR. & HANS ZEISEL, THE AMERICAN JURY 487-89 (1966); Broeder, supra note 54, at 747. The problem is that the cases in which we care most deeply about the behavior of juries may be precisely the hard and ambiguous cases where jurors are most apt to change their minds during deliberations.
have found that deliberating jurors do better at following limiting instructions.\textsuperscript{104} Other studies have examined the deliberations of mock jurors and have found that they “self-monitor”: when inadmissible evidence is mentioned during deliberations, the jurors remind each other to set it aside.\textsuperscript{105}

\textit{Weak instructions.} Some of the mock juror studies have stacked the deck against the efficacy of evidentiary instructions by using instructions that are incoherent, or by asking jurors to disregard evidence that is excluded on grounds that seem incomprehensible.\textsuperscript{106} In one study, for example, mock jurors read a summary of a bank robbery case. Some of the jurors were told that the defendant had previously been convicted (or acquitted) of another offense, and some of those jurors were told that the result of the earlier trial should be used “only to the extent that it helps in determining the identity of the person who committed the bank robbery.”\textsuperscript{107} Unsurprisingly, that instruction had no significant effect on the percentage of jurors who voted to convict. The researchers concluded that limiting instructions are ineffective in controlling the effect of prior record evidence; they speculated that the jurors “simply did not understand that they could use prior record evidence only to determine identity and not for other purposes.”\textsuperscript{108} But at best the experiment showed that the effect of prior record evidence was not diminished by a particularly weak limiting instruction—an instruction that, even if followed to the letter, would have allowed the jury to draw precisely the kind of propensity inference that the character evidence rule is aimed at suppressing. Another study tried to determine whether jurors will follow an instruction to keep the evidence for each count separate, but in fact asked the mock jurors to do something different: “treat each offense as a separate crime.”\textsuperscript{109} Still another study asked mock jurors to disregard testimony from a police officer about what he witnessed on a stakeout, on the bizarre ground that the stakeout “did not legally extend to anything [the officer] observed about the defendant.”\textsuperscript{110} The results indicated that an admonishment by the judge to disregard the evidence backfired, apparently succeeding only in drawing the jurors’ attention to the evidence.\textsuperscript{111} It is hard to generalize from a study like that, though, to situations where jurors are asked to disregard evidence for reasons that make some sense.

In real life, of course, jurors sometimes \textit{are} given evidentiary instructions that are incoherent, and they sometimes \textit{are} asked to disregard evidence that has been excluded for reasons that do not seem to make any sense—at least not to laypeople, and frequently not to lawyers, either. (I will return to this point later.) But experimental results showing that jurors will not follow an incomprehensible or apparently baseless instruction say little about whether jurors are likely to follow instructions that can be

\textsuperscript{104} See Borgida, \textit{supra} note 53, at 218; Kerwin & Schaffer, \textit{supra} note 75, at 154.
\textsuperscript{105} Carretta & Moreland, \textit{supra} note 67, at 307-08.
\textsuperscript{106} Other studies—e.g., Reinard & Reynolds, \textit{supra} note 17—do not report the language of the evidentiary instruction provided to the mock jurors.
\textsuperscript{107} Greene & Dodge, \textit{supra} note 74, at 71.
\textsuperscript{108} Id. at 77.
\textsuperscript{109} Tanford & Penrod, \textit{supra} note 65, at 459.
\textsuperscript{110} Wolf & Montgomery, \textit{supra} note 61, at 211.
\textsuperscript{111} See id. at 216.
followed and that seem reasonable, either on their face or after they are explained to the jury.

Sometimes the problem is not with the judge’s instruction in the fictional trial presented to the mock jurors but with the researchers’ own instructions, and more specifically with how the jurors are asked to imagine their roles. In some of the experiments, the jurors are not asked whether they would vote to convict or acquit, but whether they believe the defendant is guilty or innocent. A study directly examining whether this difference in phrasing matters found, not surprisingly, that it did: deliberating jurors changed their verdicts, but not their beliefs or personal preferences, in response to instructions to disregard inadmissible evidence. So testing whether evidentiary instructions change the rate at which mock jurors say they believe the defendant is guilty is not a good way to test whether evidentiary instructions are likely to influence the likelihood that real jurors will vote to convict.

Statistical confusion. Some of the mock juror studies draw conclusions that are not warranted, statistically, from their results. The most frequent error is in treating the absence of a statistically significant effect as a demonstration that there was, in fact, no effect. The failure to detect a statistically significant effect can mean that there was, in fact, no effect, or it can mean that the experiment was insufficiently sensitive—for example, because the sample size was too small. But when researchers fail to find a statistically significant difference between the percentage of jurors who find the defendant guilty with an evidentiary instruction and without an evidentiary instruction, they sometimes take that as demonstrating that the instruction in fact had no effect. (Conversely, at least one study found “some evidence that [a limiting] instruction was partially effective” in the absence of any statistical significant difference between, on the one hand, the behavior of jurors exposed to the evidence and given the instruction and, on the other hand, the behavior of juries not exposed to the evidence.)

None of these four design limitations—missing controls, absence of deliberation, weak instructions, or statistical confusion—is found in all of the mock juror experiments on evidentiary instructions. Collectively, though, they mean that the empirical work on evidentiary instructions, which on its face falls well short of showing that the instructions are doomed to failure, falls even shorter when examined closely. And that is even without considering the problem of selection bias in the reporting and publication of research findings.

Reporting and publication biases. Researchers in a range of fields have become increasingly sophisticated in recent years about the need to take into account reporting biases when drawing conclusions from published research; the problem has received the
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112 See, e.g., Doob & Kirschenbaum, supra note 58, at 93; Wissler & Saks, supra note 10, at 41.
113 See Kerwin & Schaffer, supra note 75, at 160-61.
114 See, e.g., Greene & Dodge, supra note 74, at 73, 76; Tanford et al., supra note 69, at 328; Wolf & Montgomery, supra note 61, at 216.
115 Tanford & Penrod, supra note 65, at 465.
most attention, probably, in the fields of medicine and public health. The best documented of these biases is the one in favor of positive results. Experiments with negative results—experiments that fail to find a statistically significant relationship—are less likely to be submitted to journals and less likely to be accepted for publication. Studies with results that further the interests of the sponsoring organization, or that confirm the prior beliefs of the researchers, are also more likely to be disseminated.

In medical research, these two biases tend to overlap, because drug trials are typically sponsored by pharmaceutical companies seeking to document a statistically significant difference in outcomes between patients who receive the drug and those who receive a placebo. In social science, financial bias arising from the interests of the research sponsor is less often a problem, but there is no reason to think the bias against negative results is any less powerful there, and bias arising from the researchers’ beliefs and expectations—“ideological bias”—may well operate more powerfully in social science than in medicine.

Moreover, there may be more room for reporting and publication biases to operate in social science, because human behavior is so complex and varied. Lots of things can influence how well a drug works, including variations in human physiology. But behavioral responses generally vary even more than physiological responses, so experimental results in the social sciences can be expected to fluctuate more widely than in medicine.

All of this means that there is at least as much reason to worry about reporting and publication biases in social science as in medicine, and probably more reason. But consumers of social science research, including legal scholars, tend to ignore the problem. In law reviews, as in the popular press, it is common for one or two experimental results to be cited, uncritically, as proof positive of a universal feature of human psychology—like the inability or unwillingness of jurors to follow instructions to disregard or limit their use of evidence.

---


118 See, e.g., Ioannidis, supra note 116, at 697-98; Polyzos et al., supra note 117, at 1374.

Reporting and publication biases probably skew the psychology literature against the efficacy of limiting instructions. It might be thought that the biases would operate the other way: in favor of the positive finding that the instructions actually work. Fundamentally, though, most of the mock jury experiments have been set up to test not the effect of evidentiary instructions, but the effect of inadmissible or partially admissible evidence, with or without an evidentiary instruction. (That is why some of the experiments did not bother to test the effect of the evidence without a limiting instruction, but instead used jurors who were not exposed to the evidence as the control.) A positive finding in this context is a finding of jury bias, not a finding of successful de-biasing. Moreover, many of the researchers in this area have made it clear that, based on first principles, they are at a minimum extremely skeptical that evidentiary instructions can work. That may help to explain why results pointing in the other direction, like the ones reported in the L.S.E. study, tend to get ignored or mischaracterized by later researchers.

Ordinarily, the reporting and publication biases for results confirming the experimenters’ expectations—biases that in the aggregate favor the conventional wisdom—are balanced out, to some degree, by biases in favor of results that are novel or interesting. So it might be thought that results showing that evidentiary instructions actually work might be more likely to be reported and published, precisely because they go against the conventional wisdom. But psychologists in this field tend to see themselves as battling the conventional wisdom of lawyers and judges, not the conventional wisdom of other psychologists. They tend to see themselves as allied with other psychologists on the side of science, taking arms against the muddled, scientifically illiterate assumptions of the law. So results showing evidentiary instructions ineffective, despite being expected, are also attractively contrarian: they case doubt on “the law’s rationale.” It is probably no accident that results showing evidentiary instructions effective tend to crop up more often when psychologists think the law distrusts them: for example, in the context of pretrial publicity, where courts have tended to worry that juries will not put aside what they have read or heard about a case before trial, and psychologists—or at least some of them—have wanted to defend the freedom of the press.

The upshot is that reporting and publication biases have probably skewed the experimental psychology literature against the effectiveness of evidentiary instructions. As we saw earlier, design limitations in many of mock jury studies have likely skewed the results in the same direction. And even on their face the studies fall well short of suggesting, plainly and consistently, that evidentiary instructions do not and cannot work.

---

120 See, e.g., Hastie et al., supra note 19, at 87; Doob & Kirschenbaum, supra note 58, at 88-89, 95-96; Hans & Doob, supra note 60, at 236.
121 See supra text accompanying notes 91-96.
122 See, e.g., Nietzel et al., supra note 52, at 33-34; Tanford et al., supra note 69, at 335; Wissler & Saks, supra note 10, at 39, 43.
123 Wissler & Saks, supra note 10, at 39, 43.
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Meta-analysis. What do the mock jury experiments indicate about the efficacy of evidentiary instructions? One way to answer that question is by meta-analysis, combining the results of the studies and testing, quantitatively, for effects across all of the data.\textsuperscript{125} Meta-analysis is not a cure-all: reporting and publication biases can still plague the results, and a badly done meta-analysis can, of course, introduce new errors.\textsuperscript{126} Properly handled, though, meta-analysis allows researchers to take into account at least some of the design limitations of individual studies and to combine the results in a way that provides greater statistical power than any of the individual studies. It also provides a way to combine results more systematically than the kind of impressionist overview that I offered earlier in this paper.

As it happens, a broad meta-analysis of mock jury experiments on evidentiary instructions was published half a decade ago, consolidating the results from most of the studies I tabulated earlier in this article, as well as some unpublished results I have not discussed.\textsuperscript{127} The researchers expected to find that evidentiary instructions were ineffective and counterproductive, but their conclusions were more nuanced:

[W]hen inadmissible evidence does make a significant impression on jurors, a corrective judicial admonition does not fully eliminate the impact. Both defense-slanted and prosecution-slanted [evidence] retained a significant impact on verdicts even after judicial admonition. This effect, although small, was quite robust. For pro-prosecution [evidence], a stronger effect (i.e., less success of the instruction) was associated with judicial instructions that failed to provide a reason for inadmissibility or justified the admonition with a statement that indicated that the evidence was illegally obtained. Conversely, a smaller effect size was apparent when judicial instruction provided a reason for inadmissibility, for example when the judge explained that the evidence was not reliable, was hearsay, or had "no bearing" on the case. Clearly, jurors respond to specific information they can understand and appreciate. Smaller effect sizes were also associated with the addition of a general charge at the end of the trial that required jurors to disregard any evidence ruled inadmissible. The four tests in which dependent measures were taken after jury deliberation suggest that deliberations may likewise diminish the influence of otherwise damaging inadmissible information.\textsuperscript{128}

In other words, evidentiary instructions work, albeit imperfectly, and they work better when the judge gives the jury a reason to follow them, when they are given at the end of the trial, and when jurors are asked to deliberate before returning a verdict. Averaging across all studies—including the studies where the jurors were not given a reason to follow the instruction, where they received the instruction after hearing the

\textsuperscript{125} See, e.g., Linda A. Bero, Evaluating Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis, 14 J.L. & POL’Y 469 (2006); Jeremy A. Blumenthal, Meta-Analysis: A Primer for Legal Scholars, 80 TEMPLE L. REV. 201 (207)

\textsuperscript{126} See Bero, supra note 125, at 580; Blumenthal, supra note 125, at 217-18.

\textsuperscript{127} See Steblay et al., supra note 23.

\textsuperscript{128} Id. at 487.
Meta-analysis thus confirms what our impressionistic review of the mock jury studies suggested: the studies do not show that evidentiary instructions do not work, let alone that they cannot work. What the studies suggest is what we should have expected, that evidentiary instructions work, but imperfectly, and that they work better under some circumstances than others. It makes sense to recognize the limitations of evidentiary instructions and to try to figure out when and how they are likely to work best. It does not make sense to treat them as obviously and inherently ineffective. That kind of easy cynicism clouds our thinking about evidentiary instructions—and, as I will later argue, about jury trial more generally.

II. The Procedural Imperative Reexamined

Neither common sense, nor the “story model,” nor the available empirical evidence justifies the widespread view that juries do not and cannot follow instructions to disregard or to limit their use of evidence. Since that view is so widespread, though—since it amounts to a kind of orthodox cynicism among lawyers, judges, and scholars—why do we continue to rely on evidentiary instructions? The conventional answer is necessity. We have to pretend that evidentiary instructions work, even though we know that they do not, because our system depends on them. The Supreme Court has explained that “[t]he rule that juries are presumed to follow their instructions is a pragmatic one, rooted less in the absolute certitude that the presumption is true than in the belief that it represents a reasonable practical accommodation of the interests of the

129 There are statistical techniques that can allow a meta-analysis to take reporting and publication biases into account, see Blumenthal, supra note 125, at 217-18, and they were used by Steblay et al. to calculate a “fail-safe N” for each of the hypotheses they tested—i.e., “the number of studies averaging null results that would be needed in order to bring the average probability of a type I error to a desired level of significance, in this case, a value of $p = .05$.” See Steblay et al., supra note 23, at 475. These calculations produced numbers sufficiently large to suggest that the effects found by the meta-analysis were not spurious, but they do not provide the basis for any straightforward estimate of the extent to which reporting or publication biases may have distorted the size of the effects.

130 See Steblay et al., supra note 23, at 487 (“contracting” with jurors not to use inadmissible evidence remains untested); id at 488 (“very few” of the studies address pretrial instructions). For reasons to think that it may help to give evidentiary instructions at the beginning of the trial, see also Simon, supra note 19, at 554-58.

131 See, e.g., Smith, supra note 3, at 150-52.
state and the defendant in the criminal justice process.” The need is thought very great: the faith that juries follow their instruction is often said to be “fundamental to our system of justice,” a “crucial assumption of our constitutional system of trial by jury.”

Almost no one, though, ever tries to spell out precisely how a belief in the efficacy of jury instructions, and more particularly in the efficacy of evidentiary instructions, is “fundamental” or “crucial” to “our system of justice,” or even why it represents “a reasonable practical accommodation” of competing interests. Filling in the blanks proves difficult, for reasons I will explain shortly. At the outset, though, it is worth noting a fact that, on its face, is in some tension with the extravagant claims often made about the necessity of relying on evidentiary instructions: “our system” does not always rely on them. For one thing, they appear to be far less important in civil cases than in criminal cases. Reviewing videotaped jury deliberations from fifty civil trials in Arizona, for example, researchers expected to find, but did not find, evidence of jurors struggling with instructions asking them to perform “mental gymnastics,” like using a criminal record only to assess credibility. Few of the fifty trials involved limiting instructions, and the limiting instructions that were given rarely pertained to anything of importance. Even in criminal cases, moreover, courts will not always trust evidentiary instructions. The Supreme Court has barred the use of evidentiary instructions to cure the prejudice from evidence of involuntary confessions and certain “powerfully incriminating” statements by non-testifying co-defendants; in these two contexts, the Court has ruled, evidentiary instructions must be treated as per se ineffective. Outside these contexts, courts decide on a case-by-case basis whether evidentiary instructions are adequate to cure prejudice. The answer is usually yes, but not always: sometimes courts conclude that jurors are likely to be unwilling or unable to follow an instruction to disregard or a limiting instruction, because the inference they are asked to avoid seems too natural or attractive, or because the evidence seems too sensational for a juror to put out of mind. Even in criminal cases, therefore, we know it is possible for courts to distrust evidentiary instructions, because they sometimes do so. The question is whether something about our system requires that this category of cases be kept narrow—something other than the long tradition of trusting in the effectiveness of evidentiary instructions.

133 United States v. Cardall, 885 F.2d 656 (10th Cir. 1989).
136 Conversation with Shari Seidman Diamond, Nov. 1, 2010. Some of the juries received instructions to disregard or to limit their use of evidence of insurance coverage. Those instructions appeared to be only partially effective, but jurors often speculated about insurance even in cases where it was never mentioned during the trial. See Shari Seidman Diamond & Neil Vidmar, Jury Room Ruminations on Forbidden Topics, 87 VA. L. REV. 1857 (2001).
One way to address that question is through a thought experiment: what would happen if we dispensed with the traditional presumption that juries can be trusted to follow their instructions? What kinds of strains would that likely place on our system of adjudication, and how might those strains be resolved? What if the traditional presumption was not reversed, but only relaxed, and the instructions were assumed to work, but only imperfectly? My strategy for pursuing these questions will be first to explore the consequences of treating jury instructions as wholly ineffective, and then the consequences of treating them as only partially efficacious. For both versions of the thought experiment, I will look first at instructions on substantive law and then at evidentiary instructions. Substantive instructions and evidentiary instructions are often discussed interchangeably, but they raise different considerations.

A. The Consequences of Inefficacy.

Begin, then, by imagining we reversed the traditional presumption that jurors can be trusted follow their instructions. Suppose we assumed instead that, across the board, jurors cannot or will not do what judges tell them to do. What would that mean?

If jurors disregard their substantive instructions, it means that they are applying their own norms and standards rather the ones that judges tell them to apply. It means, in essence, that juries are finding the law as well as the facts. This was once part of their official duties—an aspect of jury trial famously celebrated by the American revolutionaries.\footnote{See, e.g., AKHIL REED AMAR, AMERICA’S UNWRITTEN CONSTITUTION (forthcoming 2012); LAWRENCE FRIEDMAN, A HISTORY OF AMERICAN LAW 211 (3d ed. 2005); Jonathan Bressler, Originalism and the Reconstruction–Era Transformation of the Jury’s Right to Nullify, 78 U. CHI. L. REV. ___ (forthcoming); Kenneth A Krasity, The Role of the Judge in Jury Trials: The Elimination of Judicial Evaluation of Fact in American State Courts from 1795 to 1913, 62 U. DETROIT J. URB. L. 595, 620 n.185 (1985).} Everyone agrees that, at least on occasion, juries today still perform this function \textit{de facto}; the debate about jury nullification is largely a debate about how common the practice is, how happy or distraught it should make us, and whether juries have a “right” or merely a “power” to refuse to apply laws that they think are unwise or unjust. There is also debate about whether and to what extent juries wind up applying their own normative standards even when they do not consciously decide to disregard their substantive instructions. What matters for present purposes is this: if juries disregard their legal instructions, the effect is to substitute the jury’s normative standards for the law on the books. It does not threaten or diminish trial by jury; on the contrary, it expands the jury’s role. What it threatens and diminishes is the effectiveness of statutes and caselaw to control the outcome of trials. That, it turn, diminishes the roles of legislatures and of judges, and it poses obvious challenges, as well, to the consistency and predictability of the law.

We could have a perfectly coherent system of jury trial without believing that juries follow their substantive instructions. It would be a system, though, in which the substantive legal instructions received by juries were largely irrelevant, a system in which jurors applied their own common sense ideas about justice instead of the technical legal standards prescribed by statutes and caselaw.\footnote{See, e.g., NORMAN FINKEL, COMMONSENSE JUSTICE: JURORS’ NOTIONS OF THE LAW (1995).} There is a respectable
body of opinion that this is, in fact, largely the system that we do have. Abandoning the presumption that juries follow their substantive instructions would bring us all, essentially, into that camp. It would not mean abandoning the very idea of jury trial, but it would mean reconciling ourselves to larger role for the jury than the one to which we have grown accustomed, and radically smaller roles for legislatures and judges.

The consequences of suspending our faith in evidentiary instructions, though, would be considerably less dramatic. The rules of evidence, unlike the substantive law of crimes and civil duties, can typically be applied without the jury’s cooperation, and that is how they usually are applied. Judges apply rules of evidence by keeping proof from the jury. No instruction is necessary, because the jury does not see or hear the evidence in the first place. Evidentiary instructions are required only if (a) the judge decides that evidence that the jury has already seen or heard is inadmissible, or (b) the judge decides that evidence is admissible, but only for particular purposes or against particular parties. These situations occur with some regularity, at least in criminal cases; that is why evidentiary instructions are a familiar feature of American trial practice. But they are not a constant, universal feature of American trial practice. Most evidence law gets applied in jury trials without the use of evidentiary instructions, something that cannot be said about the substantive law of crimes, torts, contracts, and property.

If we assumed that evidentiary instructions do not work, it would not mean abandoning evidence law in jury trials. It would mean accepting two practical limitations on evidence law: first, that wrongly introduced evidence cannot be “un-introduced,” and second, that legislatures and judges cannot control the use that juries make of evidence, once it has been given to them.

The first limitation would mean that evidence improperly put before the jury would be grounds for a mistrial, unless—as would usually be the case—having the jury consider the evidence satisfied the standards for harmless error. Most evidentiary errors do qualify as harmless error, even when no curative instruction is given. Either the evidence addresses a tangential issue, or it is cumulative, or other side wins anyway, or the rest of the evidence in the case is so strong that the evidence in question is unlikely to have mattered. In some cases, though, evidence is put before the jury that
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142 It might be thought that suspending faith in evidentiary instructions would necessarily mean suspending faith in all jury instructions, including those addressing substantive law: if we can believe in the one, we cannot believe in the other. Many discussions of evidentiary instructions seem to proceed on this assumption. The presumption that juries follow evidentiary instructions is often treated as inseparable from the broader presumption that they follow all of their instructions. See, e.g., Smith, supra note 3, at 150-52. But the questions are in fact distinguishable. Some of the arguments for doubting the efficacy of evidentiary instructions apply less strongly, if at all, to substantive questions. (As we have seen, the arguments are largely unpersuasive even for limiting instructions, but put that to one side for the moment.) The common-sense worries about the impossibility of “unringing the bell” do not apply to substantive instructions. Neither do the concerns about evidentiary instructions supposedly raised by the story model. The efficacy of evidentiary instructions and the efficacy of substantive instructions are separate issues, and nothing requires that they be resolved in the same way. Cf. Gacy v. Wellborn, 994 F.2d 305, 313 (7th Cir. 1993) (suggesting that “[c]ases doubting jurors’ ability to put out of their minds events vividly described in court have not expressed equivalent doubts about jurors’ ability to follow instructions on the law”).
would be deemed prejudicial error in the absence of a curative instruction. If we stopped presuming that evidentiary instructions worked and instead presumed that they did not work, those would be cases in which the judge would have to declare a mistrial and try the case over.

Accepting the second limitation—the impossibility of controlling how juries use evidence—would mean abandoning the idea of limited admissibility. That, in turn, would mean changing how we administer rules of evidence that prohibit certain kinds of evidence, but only when introduced for particular, forbidden purposes. The hearsay rule is of course the most famous rule of that kind, and almost certainly the one most frequently invoked. We ban hearsay only when introduced to prove “the truth of the matter asserted”—i.e., only when used as proof of whatever proposition the out-of-court speaker asked his or her listeners to believe. Since out-of-court statements often are useful both for this purpose and for some other purpose, the hearsay rule is often administered through a limiting instruction. If a tort defendant was warned that she was driving too fast, the warning is admissible, but at the defendant’s request the jury will be told that it cannot be used to prove that the defendant was, in fact, driving too fast—only that the issue was called to her attention.143 If we thought jurors could not or would not follow that instruction, we would have to choose between excluding the evidence and admitting for all purposes. Which of these options seemed more attractive would depend on a kind of calculation very familiar to judges and trial lawyers: balancing the value of the evidence against its capacity to cause unfairness or to lead the jury astray.144 We would face a similar choice when the hearsay rules barred the use of the evidence against one party but not against other parties—which is often the case when the statement in question was made by one of the parties, and is therefore admissible against that party, but only that party, under the traditional hearsay exception for admissions. If we stopped believing that limiting instructions worked, we would either have to allow the statement to come in against all parties or exclude it altogether. Again, the choice would be all or nothing, and it would be made, probably, by weighing the ways in which the evidence would assist a fair and accurate resolution of the case against the ways in which it might make that kind of resolution less likely.

None of this would radically alter the nature of evidence law, let alone the system of jury trial. Weighing “legitimate probative value” against “capacity for prejudice” is already a staple of evidence law. Nor would it be wholly novel to treat the admissibility of evidence as an all-or-nothing proposition. We already do that, for example, when applying certain hearsay exceptions: if the statement is admissible for certain purposes, we sometimes simplify matters by allowing it in for all purposes.145 In multiple-

143 See, e.g., Fed. R. Evid. 105; United States v. Johnson, 71 F.3d 539 (6th Cir. 1995).
145 Under federal law, for example, a tort plaintiff who consults a physician for an expert opinion can ask the physician to testify about what the plaintiff told him in the course of the examination. See Fed. R. Evid. 803(4). The thinking is that the statement is admissible to explain the basis for the expert’s conclusion, and juries are unlikely to follow an instruction not to use the statement as “substantive evidence” (i.e., to prove the truth of what the statement asserts), so the statement might as well be allowed in without limitation. See Advisory Committee Note to Fed. R. Evid. 803. California law treats prior statements by a testifying witness in a similar manner. If the statement is inconsistent with the witness’s
defendant criminal cases, moreover, the *Bruton* doctrine effectively means that many statements by a non-testifying defendant will either be admissible against all defendants or against none. It would be a significant change to treat *all* evidentiary questions in this way, eliminating the idea of limited admissibility. Conceivably it would be a change for the worse, although that is far from clear. What it plainly would not be is a change that threatened our whole system of trial by jury, or even the basic nature of our rules of evidence.

**B. The Consequences of Imperfection.**

The implications would be even more limited if instead of assuming that jury instructions are *wholly* ineffective we assumed, more realistically, that they sometimes work and sometimes fail. What would it mean to accept that instructions work only imperfectly?

If we made that assumption with regard to *substantive* instructions, it would mean that judges and juries both play a role in determining the law. It would mean, in essence, that the judge still determines the law in the first instance, but that the jury sometimes overrules the judge’s determination. Juries almost certainly *do* play this role. It is a significantly larger role than we officially countenance, but not as large as role as juries would play if substantive legal instructions were a completely empty exercise.

Similarly, if we assumed that *evidentiary* instructions sometimes fail, the implications would be more limited than if we assumed they always fail—and more limited, too, than the implications of assuming that *substantive* instructions sometimes fail. It would mean viewing evidentiary instructions as essentially equivalent to a request or a recommendation. An instruction to disregard evidence would be understood to operate, effectively, as a request or recommendation that the jury disregard the evidence. An instruction not to use evidence in a particular way would be understood to operate, effectively, as a request or recommendation that the jury not use the evidence in that manner.

If we understood evidentiary instructions in this way—and we probably should—several things would follow. First, if we want juries to honor the request, or follow the recommendation, we should give them reasons for doing so. (As we have seen, the mock jury studies on the whole support the intuition that juries are more likely to follow evidentiary instructions when the grounds for the instruction are explained to them.\(^\text{147}\))

\(\text{\textsuperscript{146}}\) See, e.g., Kalven & Zeisel, supra note 103, at 219–97, 497.

\(\text{\textsuperscript{147}}\) See supra note 128 and accompanying text. For similar findings regarding non-evidentiary, see, for example, Diamond & Casper, supra note 23, at 534 (reporting that mock jurors deciding a price-fixing case reduced their damage awards when told that the awards would automatically be tripled, despite being admonished not to do so, but that awards were not reduced if the judge explained why the law
Second, regardless whether jurors are given reasons to follow an evidentiary instruction, we can never be certain that the instruction will in fact be followed. If we want certainty that wrongfully introduced evidence (say, an involuntary confession) will not influence the verdict—because, for example, we think it would violate an important constitutional value (say, the privilege against compulsory self-incrimination)—the only solution is for the judge to declare a mistrial and to start the case over. If we want certainty that evidence will not be used in a particular, forbidden way, the only solution is to exclude it altogether. Third, though, evidentiary instructions are not meaningless, especially if the judge explains their basis to the jury. If we want the jury to disregard evidence, or to use it only in a particular way, asking them to do it, and explaining why they are being asked to do it, is a sensible procedure—but not foolproof.

Whether a procedure that is sensible but not foolproof is good enough will depend both on how likely it seems that the instruction will work and how important it is that the instruction work flawlessly. Both factors will vary. The hearsay rule, for example, is usually said to reflect a concern that statements made outside of court and reported secondhand to the jury are likely to be unreliable. That is a concern that jurors can be expected to understand, particularly when it is explained to them. And it is not a concern that, on its face, makes it intolerable for a jury to place any reliance on out-of-court statements. (Set aside, for the moment, the special considerations that may arise under the Confrontation Clause when hearsay is introduced against a criminal defendant.) So implementing the hearsay rule through limiting instructions may make good sense. On the other hand, when evidence is excluded because it seems likely to appeal to racial prejudice or to inflame the jury’s passions, we may not want to tolerate any chance that the evidence influenced the verdict—and putting evidence of this kind out of mind may be particularly difficult for the jury. So relying on a curative instruction to remedy the wrongful introduction of evidence of this kind may not make much sense. What is called for is a context-specific weighing of the likelihood that an evidentiary instruction will work and the costs of it failing.

That may sound like the blandest, most boring kind of recommendation imaginable: yet another totality-of-the-circumstances balancing test. But this kind of approach would be fairly revolutionary for evidentiary instructions. Generally, as we have seen, the likelihood that an evidentiary instruction will fail is taken simultaneously to be zero (when discussing, as sober professionals, what courts will “presume”) and one (when discussing, as hardheaded realists, what “all practicing lawyers know”). And generally it is assumed, without any real reflection, that juries must be assumed to follow their instructions to the letter if our system is to function in a defensible manner. Thinking about evidentiary instructions more realistically, and less categorically, could have significant and largely beneficial consequences.

provided for automatic trebling of damages, and how reducing compensatory damages in light of the trebling would frustrate the purpose behind the statutory provision).


149 The available evidence tends to support that intuition. See supra text accompanying notes 29, 77 & 128.
III. EVIDENTIARY INSTRUCTIONS RECONSIDERED

If we stopped assuming that evidentiary instructions cannot work, but also stopped assuming that our system relies on them working perfectly, what would be the consequences? What if we assumed, instead, that evidentiary instructions can and do work, but not without flaw, and better under some conditions than others? What would follow if we viewed juries as groups of people, capable of controlling how they reason—but imperfectly, and within limits? The result would be clearer thinking about evidentiary instructions and, possibly, about jury trial more generally.

A. Evidentiary Instructions and Rules of Practice.

Start with the implications for how we think about evidentiary instructions. I have already touched on one of these: judges should give jurors reasons to follow evidentiary instructions, since that is likely to make them work better. What if we cannot come up with an explanation for the instruction that will make sense to jurors? Then it may be a good time to reexamine the rule that the instruction attempts to implement. The response should not be what it has too often been: a shrug of the shoulders and the observation that we know evidentiary instructions cannot really work—that wanting evidentiary instructions to make sense to jurors, and wanting jurors to actually follow them, is like hoping that Santa Claus will come.

The worst example of this kind of world-weary rationalization is probably the Supreme Court’s decades-old endorsement, in Michelson v. United States,150 of the bizarre practice of impeaching a defendant’s character witnesses by asking whether they have heard rumors about the defendant that are never shown to be true—or even proven to be actual rumors. “You testified that the defendant is honest and law abiding. Have you ever heard that he killed his first wife for the insurance money?” When this practice was challenged in Michelson, Justice Rutledge sensibly reasoned that “[t]he very form of the question [is] notice of the fact to the jury,” and that impeachment should be based on proof, not on unsupported innuendo. But Justice Rutledge wrote in dissent. The majority opinion, by Justice Jackson, said that the practice was acceptable as long as the judge gave adequate limiting instructions, like the ones given by the trial judge in Michelson.

Those instructions—there were three of them—were quoted with approval by the Supreme Court, and they are worth quoting here:

[1] “I instruct the jury that what is happening now is this: the defendant has called character witnesses, and the basis for the evidence given by those character witnesses is the reputation of the defendant in the community, and since the defendant tenders the issue of his reputation the prosecution may ask the witness if she has heard of various incidents in his career. I say to you that regardless of her answer you are not to assume that the incidents asked about actually took place. All that is happening is
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that this witness’ standard of opinion of the reputation of the defendant is being tested. Is that clear?” . . .

[2] “Again I say to the jury there is no proof that Mr. Michelson was arrested for receiving stolen goods in 1920, there isn’t any such proof. All this witness has been asked is whether he had heard of that. There is nothing before you on that issue. Now would you base your decision on the case fairly in spite of the fact that that question has been asked? You would? All right.” . . .

[3] “In connection with the character evidence in the case I permitted a question whether or not the witness knew that in 1920 this defendant had been arrested for receiving stolen goods. I tried to give you the instruction then that that question was permitted only to test the standards of character evidence that these character witnesses seemed to have. There isn’t any proof in the case that could be produced before you legally within the rules of evidence that this defendant was arrested in 1920 for receiving stolen goods, and that fact you are not to hold against him; nor are you to assume what the consequences of that arrest were. You just drive it from your mind so far as he is concerned, and take it into consideration only in weighing the evidence of the character witnesses.”

Justice Jackson acknowledged the jury was likely to have found these instructions “almost unintelligible.” No matter, he reasoned: they were “no more difficult to comprehend or apply than those upon various other subjects.”

Well . . . yes, they were. Each of the defendant’s character witnesses had denied ever hearing that Michelson had been arrested for receiving stolen property. If the jury was not to assume that the arrest took place, what possible assistance could the questioning provide “in weighing the evidence of the character witnesses”? Even Justice Jackson seemed confused. At one point he explained that the inquiries permitted by the trial judge were proper “because reports of [Michelson’s] arrest for receiving stolen goods, if admitted, would tend to weaken the assertion that he was known as an honest and law-abiding citizen.” Elsewhere he suggested that the point of the question was to “test the sufficiency of the [witness’s] knowledge by asking what stories were circulating concerning events, such as one’s arrest, about which people normally comment and speculate.” Neither theory could explain how the jury was to make use of the questioning when the witnesses denied hearing about the arrest and the jury received no evidence that the arrest had actually occurred.

The instructions in Michelson were not simply difficult to apply. They were incoherent. The Supreme Court defended the instructions by arguing, essentially,
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151 Id. at 472 n.3. The Court also thought it significant that the trial judge had taken “pains to ascertain, out of the presence of the jury, that the target of the question was an actual event, which would probably result in some comment among acquaintances if not injury to the defendant’s reputation.” Id. at 481.
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that evidentiary instructions in general cannot be expected to work. It was the same idea that Justice Jackson was to put more forcefully the following year, when he wrote about the “naïve assumption” that “all practicing lawyers know to be unmitigated fiction.” It was precisely the dodge I have been arguing against.

The same dodge has long helped to rationalize another rule relating to evidence of the defendant’s character: the rule that a defendant who chooses to testify can be impeached with evidence of his prior criminal convictions. If the defendant stays off the stand, his prior record—like any other evidence of his bad character—is usually inadmissible, on the ground that jurors are likely to be too swayed by it. When the defendant testifies, he is thought to put his character in issue and therefore to make it fair game—but only one dimension of his character, his truthfulness. So jurors are told that they should consider the defendant’s prior convictions only in assessing his credibility as a witness, not for purposes of deciding whether he is likely to have committed the crimes he is alleged to have committed.

Unlike the instruction in Michelson, instructions to consider a defendant’s prior record only for impeachment are fully coherent. The problem is that the rules they try to implement are difficult to justify. The fact that the defendant has earlier been convicted of a crime (unless, perhaps, it a crime like perjury) will rarely change the likelihood that, if guilty of the current charge, he would falsely deny it. On the other hand, the defendant’s prior convictions often will make it a good deal more likely that he is, in fact, guilty—even if the evidence is not quite as probative on this point as people, including jurors, tend to think. So asking jurors to use the defendant’s prior record only for impeachment is asking them to use the evidence for something on which it sheds little light and to ignore its true logical relevance. Judges do not explain to jurors why this makes sense, probably because judges themselves do not know why it makes sense
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153 They were not, alas, unique in this regard. Here is another example. When a witness in a federal trial is impeached with evidence that he or she has a motive to fabricate, a prior consistent statement by the witness can be introduced for purposes of rehabilitation. But unless the statement was made before the motive to fabricate arose, the jury is instructed that the prior statement can be used only for assessing the witness’s credibility, not to prove the truth of what the witness asserts. See, e.g., United States v. Simonelli, 237 F.3d 19, 27 (1st Cir. 2001); United States v. Gluzman, 154 F.3d 49, 51 (2d Cir. 1998). This has been described, with understatement, as a distinction that “may well be meaningless to jurors.” Simonelli, 237 F.3d at 27; see also, e.g., Frank W. Bullock, Jr. & Steven Gardner, Prior Consistent Statements and the Premotive Rule, 24 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 509, 540 (1997). Some state evidence codes avoid this problem by making any prior statement that is admissible for rehabilitation also admissible to prove the truth of what it asserts, see, e.g., Cal Evid. Code § 1236; Minn. R. Ev. 801(d)(1)(B), and consideration has been given to amending the Federal Rules of Evidence so that they would operate similarly, see Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules, Agenda for Meeting of Oct. 28, 2011, at tab. III. Rule 801(d)(1)(B) already provides a hearsay exception for certain prior consistent statements of a testifying witness, but the Supreme Court has interpreted that exception only to apply to statements that were made before the motive to fabricate arose. See Tome v. United States, 513 U.S. 150 (1995).


and may doubt that it does. Not surprisingly, the mock juror studies of limiting instructions on this topic are far more consistent than the studies of evidentiary instructions more generally: admonitions to use the defendant’s prior record only for impeachment either have no effect or backfire.

The result might be only that a rule that makes little sense remains poorly implemented, except that the failure to implement this rule means that powerful (and arguably prejudicial) evidence of the defendant’s guilt is given to the jury only if the defendant chooses to testify. There is a case to be made for allowing juries to use a defendant’s record to assess criminal propensity, and there is a case to be made against it, but it is hard to think of any good arguments for allowing propensity reasoning to be used against defendants who testify but not against those who stay silent. Aside from concerns of fairness, it sets up the wrong incentives, discouraging defendants with records from taking the stand. Defendants and defense attorneys respond to those incentives: defendants with records are, in fact, significantly less likely to testify. And almost no one thinks that losing this testimony is a good thing. It deprives the jury of the opportunity to hear the defendant’s own story, it filters out the voices and perspectives of defendants from the events documented by the criminal justice system, and it may well undermine the rehabilitative and reintegrative purposes of the criminal process.

Recognizing these effects would require acknowledging that limiting instructions in this context are likely to work poorly. That acknowledgment, in turn, has been made more difficult by the sense that evidentiary instructions are fundamental to our system and by the sense that challenging limiting instructions here would mean challenging them everywhere—because once we start asking whether the instructions actually work, defending any of them will prove impossible. That kind of all-or-nothing thinking has been fostered, in part, by the very scholars who have helped to demonstrate that jurors are unlikely to use prior record evidence only for impeachment; as often as not they have taken their work to address the “inefficacy of limiting instructions” more generally.

If we stopped thinking of evidentiary instructions as obviously ineffective, and we stopped assuming that something fundamental about our system requires us to rely on them, the questions we would want to ask about any particular use of evidentiary instructions would be (1) how effective is this particular instruction likely to be, (2) how effective does it need to be in order to accomplish the purposes of the rule it tries to

157 In Michelson, the Supreme Court described the whole set of rules governing character evidence as “archaic, paradoxical and full of compromises and compensations by which an irrational advantage to one side is offset by a poorly reasoned counter-privilege to the other”—a view the Court plausibly called “the general opinion of courts, textwriters, and the profession.” The best the Court could say for these rules was that they had “somehow . . . proved a workable if clumsy system” when administered by “wise and strong” trial judges, and that upsetting the balance might well make things worse 335 U.S. at 486.
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implement, and (3) if it is unlikely to be effective enough to serve the purposes of the underlying rule, what should be the consequences? Let me say a word or two about each of these questions, recapitulating points I have made earlier.

First, about the effectiveness of instructions: The conventional view of evidentiary instructions—“of course they don’t work, but we have to pretend that they do”—has made it unnecessary and pointless to ask what kinds of instructions jurors are apt to follow and what kinds they are apt to violate. But instructions may vary widely in effectiveness, and not just because of the underlying rules they attempt to implement. The timing and phrasing of instructions are likely to matter, too. In theory, judges are supposed to weigh these matters in deciding, whether to exclude evidence on grounds of unfair prejudice or admit it with a limiting instruction. In practice, though, the attention given to these issues is usually perfunctory.

Addressing them seriously is a large undertaking. Intuitions differ about which kinds of instructions, and which manners of instructing, are likely to be more effective, and the experimental results are rarely conclusive. For example, the Supreme Court reasoned in Bruton that juries are likely to find it especially difficult, in assessing a defendant’s guilt, to disregard an incriminating statement from a non-testifying co-defendant, but Justice White and Justice Harlan argued in dissent that juries “can be told and can understand” that while a defendant’s confession may be probative of his own guilt, his statements incriminating his co-defendant are likely to be unreliable and for that reason should be disregarded. We are in little better position today than the Court was in 1968 to resolve that dispute. Similarly, there are theoretical reasons—arising out of the story model and related ideas about “coherence based” decision making—for believing that evidentiary instructions given at the beginning of the trial (“preinstructions”), or right after the evidence in question is presented, are likely to be more effective than instructions given at the end of the trial. But the mock jury studies have rarely tested preinstructions, and on the whole the studies suggest, contrary to expectations, that instructions at the end of the trial are more effective than instructions right after the jury is exposed to the evidence. There are also theoretical reasons for thinking that phrasing evidentiary instructions in particular ways—for example, explicitly asking the jury to take account of the potential biasing effect of inadmissible evidence, rather than asking them to put it out of their minds—might be more effective, but, again, the supposition lacks empirical support. Moreover, the mock jury studies are inconsistent even on the more basic question of whether instructions are more likely to be followed if they are emphatic. On the whole, the
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mock jury studies do suggest that evidentiary instructions are more apt to be followed if the judge explains the reason for the underlying rule, but even here there are results that point the other way. None of this is good reason to treat all evidentiary instructions the same or to ignore the experimental results; it just means that thinking sensibly about the effectiveness of evidentiary instructions will require care and discrimination.

Second, about how effective evidentiary instructions need to be: This should depend on the purposes of the underlying rule. If, as will often be the case, the underlying rule is aimed at improving the accuracy of fact finding, perfect compliance with evidentiary instruction may be not only unnecessary but suboptimal: we may be best off if juries heavily discount the evidence in question but do not entirely disregard it. And even if fact finding would be optimized by perfect compliance, a lower degree of compliance may be acceptable if the distortion it introduces into the trial is insignificant against the background imperfections of jury trial. When evidentiary rules are aimed not at accuracy but at influencing behavior outside of court, it will also often be true that the purposes of the rule can be achieved even if jury compliance with the instruction is far from complete.

Third, about the consequences of deciding an evidentiary instruction cannot be relied upon: The main point here is that the consequences will typically be less dramatic than is often assumed. Sometimes the consequence should be that that the underlying rule is reconsidered and possibly abandoned. At other times, recognizing that an evidentiary instruction is unlikely to work should lead us to rethink how the instruction is given, or to take different steps to accomplish the purposes of the underlying rule—like the rule of evidentiary exclusion the Supreme Court announced in Bruton for confessions by a non-testifying defendant that also implicate a co-defendant. The point is that we have options.

B. Jury Trial in the Realm of the Imperfect.

Thinking more sensibly about evidentiary instructions should change not only how we give those instructions and when we rely on them, but also our thinking about jury trial more broadly. For one thing, the fact that jury instructions are likely to work imperfectly even in the best of circumstances should remind us that jury trial, like all other forms of trial, is a human institution. It cannot be expected to operate flawlessly or to produce flawless results. The conventional view of evidentiary instructions—that they obviously do not work, but that we must assume they are strictly followed—reflects, among other things, a discomfort with the middle ground, with the realm of the imperfect. This is the area in which rules applied by humans typically operate, and it is the realm in which juries operate. Recognizing the pervasive fallibility of jury trial may lead us to tolerate evidentiary instructions that operate only imperfectly, but it should also prompt us to reconsider policies and practices—our strong commitment to the finality of verdicts, our continued use of the irreversible sanction of death—that
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implicitly treat verdicts as more reliable than what a human institution can reasonably be expected to produce.

I want to flag one other possible implication of thinking more sensibly and less categorically about evidentiary instructions. It might, and probably should, lead us to rethink our assumptions about a related category of judicial comments in jury trials: summaries and assessments of the evidence. This is a practice that, while still common in England, has all but vanished in the United States. Some states flatly prohibit it. Elsewhere, and in federal courts, a trial judge who exercises his or her theoretical power to comment on the evidence risks reversal if an appellate court concludes—as they usually do—that the comments were in any way unbalanced or biased. There is a very strong belief among American judges and American trial lawyers that it is inappropriate for the jury to hear what the judge thinks of particular witnesses or the evidence as a whole.

It was not always this way. Two hundred years ago, American trial judges, like their counterparts across the Atlantic, routinely summarized the evidence for jurors and often told jurors which witnesses they found most credible, and why. That practice disappeared across the United States in the middle decades of the nineteenth century, the victim—apparently—of populist distrust of judges and an increasingly powerful, increasingly assertive trial bar. By the early twentieth century, a scholarly consensus began to emerge that the silencing of judges had been a change for the worse. Wigmore, for example, claimed that barring judicial commentary on the evidence had “done more than any other one thing to impair the general efficiency of the jury trial as an instrument of justice.” The Supreme Court may have regretted the development as well: as late as 1930 the Court suggested that the phrase “trial by jury,” both at common law and in the Bill of Rights, meant a trial before twelve jurors “in the presence and under the superintendence of a judge having power to instruct them as to the law and advise them in respect of the facts.” But by then the professional opposition to judicial commentary on the evidence had hardened into orthodoxy.
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The justifications commonly provided for this position are, first, that fact-finding is the role of the jury, not the judge, and, second, that juries are apt to give too much weight to the judge’s views.\textsuperscript{177} The first argument assumes what it seeks to prove: that judges should stay out of fact-finding altogether. The second argument is the heart of the matter: the concern is that jurors, “overawed by the judge’s position of authority,” will just accept the judge’s analysis of the evidence rather than sorting through the testimony and exhibits on their own.\textsuperscript{178}

There is little if any empirical support for that supposition. Like the prevailing wisdom about evidentiary instructions, it draws strength from a tendency to think about jury reasoning in dichotomous, either-or terms—that it to say, from a tendency to think about juries as something other than groups of people who exercise reason in determining how to respond to what they are told. Allowing a judge to comment on the evidence obviously gives the judge more influence over the verdict, but there is no reason to think that jurors, across the board, will defer uncritically to the judge’s views. Doubtless some jurors will behave that way in some cases. They are more likely to do so if the evidence is close or confusing, if the jurors themselves have no strong feelings about the parties or the allegations, and if the judge seems fair and evenhanded—i.e., in precisely those cases where it makes sense for jurors to give heavy weight to the judge’s views.\textsuperscript{179}

Discussions of this subject often proceed on the assumption that jurors should never be influenced by how the judge views the evidence, but it is difficult to see any reason for that position, unless it is that jurors simply cannot handle information about the judge’s views—that once jurors know, or believe they know, what the judge thinks, they will be unable or unwilling to reason for themselves. That fear seems of a piece with the broad view I have been criticizing, the jury as other, the view that I have suggested underlies and is in turn reinforced by the conventional, we-need-the-eggs story about evidentiary instructions.

\textsuperscript{177} See, e.g., Weinstein, supra note 172, at 163.
\textsuperscript{178} Id.
\textsuperscript{179} Based on questionnaires completed by judges after actual trials, the University of Chicago Jury Project found evidence that judicial summarizing or commenting on the evidence dramatically reduced the number of cases in which the judge would have decided the case differently than the jury, but that the effect occurred only in cases where the evidence was clear, not in close cases. See Kalven & Zeisel, supra note 103, at 426-27. It is hard to know what to make of this finding, though. Kalven and Zeisel thought it showed that when juries departed from the law they did so “under the guise of resolving issues of evidential doubt,” concealing from themselves the role that “sentiment” played in their decision, and that “the momentum of the jury’s revolt is never enough to carry the jury beyond both the evidence and the judge.” Id. at 427. But the study relied on the trial judges themselves to assess whether the evidence was “clear” or “close,” and judges may well have provided more emphatic guidance when commenting on the evidence in cases that struck them as clear. Moreover, Kalven and Zeisel assessed the effect of judicial summaries and comments on the evidence by comparing the results obtained by judges who always engaged in one or both of these practices with the results obtained by judges who never did, and it seems likely that the two groups of judges differed in other respects, as well. Judges who made use of their power to summarize or comment on the evidence were likely to be judges who took a more active role at trial in many other ways.
CONCLUSION

We think we know the myth about evidentiary instructions: the myth is that they work. But we have it backwards. The myth about evidentiary instructions is that they don't work, but that we need to rely on them, anyway. Both of these ideas about evidentiary instructions are wrong, or at best greatly exaggerated. Evidentiary instructions probably do work, although imperfectly and better under some circumstances than others. Evidentiary instructions are not an essential part of jury trials, though, and the legal presumption that they work flawlessly is even less fundamental.

The chief objective of this paper has been to defend these descriptive claims, rather than to recommend any particular reforms. Nonetheless I have suggested some prescriptive implications along the way, and it may be helpful to summarize the most important of these now. First, relying on evidentiary instructions will often be sensible, but only if we are willing to accept—as we often should be—that the instruction will work imperfectly. Second, whether we should accept the risk that the instruction will not be followed will depend both on how likely it is that the jury will violate the instruction and on how unfair or otherwise undesirable that would be. Third, assessments of the effectiveness of evidentiary instructions should be informed by what psychologists have to say about juror decision making, but lawyers and judges need to be careful in drawing conclusions from experimental results and discriminating in their use of ideas like the story model. Fourth, juries should be told why they are being asked to disregard evidence or to use it only a particular way, and when an intelligible explanation of this kind cannot be devised, the rule that the instruction implements should be reconsidered. Fifth, if it is intolerable for a verdict to be influenced to any degree by a particular, prohibited kind of evidence or a particular, forbidden inference, evidentiary instructions should not be relied upon; instead, the evidence should be kept from the jury altogether, and if the evidence reaches the jury, the result should be a mistrial, unless the error would be harmless even without a curative instruction. Sixth and finally, juries should never be presumed to follow instructions that are incoherent or that are likely to appear senseless to them. People can reason deliberately, and jurors are people, not oracles or automatons.